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ORGANIZATION

The insti tution now known as Kenyon College wa.>
inco rporated December 29, 1824, und er the title of "The
Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the Diocese of Ohio." By a supplementary act of the
Legislature, the pre~ident and professors of the seminary
were empowered to act as the faculty of the college and
confer degrees in the arts and sciences.
The original funds for the institution were secured in
England in 1823-24 by the Right Rev. Philander Chase,
first Bishop of the Episcopal Church in the Northwest
territo ry, two of the principal donors heing Lord Kenyon
and Lord Gambier. The first students were received at the
Bishop's house in Worthington, Ohio, in 1824, and the first
constitution was approved by the Convention of the Diocese
of Ohio on November 27 of the same year. In 1826, two
quarter sections of the Cnited States military lands were
secured in Knox County. Building- was begun in the following year. The first degrees were conferred under date
of September 9, 1829.
In 1891 the corporate title was changed to Kenyon
College, the name by which the instituti0n had always been
known. The Bishops of Ohio and Southern Ohio preside
over the Doard of Trustee:; in alternate years.

SITE
Gambier, the ~eat of Kenyon College. i~ a village of
about five hundred inhabitant!', on the Cleveland. Akron
and Columbus Railroacl, a little ca't of the C'Cntcr of the
State of Ohio, fifty miks from Columbu~. five mite~ from
Mt. Vernon and one hundred and t\\.·enty miles from Cleveland. The a ltitude is nearly eleven hundred feet and the site
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was chosen by Bishop Chase after careful investigation for
natural beauty and healthfulne s of climate. The plateau
on which the College and village arc situated ri es about
two h undred feet ahove the valley of the Kokosing river,
which flo\\ s around it on three sides.

GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
The original dom.un of th1. lollcr.-1. 111dudl I about four
thousand acres, being a quarter township of the United
Stalls M1htary Reservation of 1795 in Cl·ntral and Eastern
Ohio. Of this domain the lolkgc still hold,. about three
hundred and fifty acres including several tracts of woo Hand.
The Ohio Department of Fore,try has recently undertaken
to develop these fore t land. as an exhibit of modern
111cth0<ls o f tree culture. :\linute surveys have been made
ancl an extensive nur.ery ha been e_tabli,..hed. Expert
upcrvi ion i given by the Department to all work that i::.
done on the College domain and it is IWpl'CI that in the
future the College land~ can he u,..ed for demrm tration in
connection with fom1al cour l's in forestry.
A Gambier llill project into the vallt:y, the College
Park command an exten ivc view oi the fertile, .!\roiling
vallt'y of the Kokosing with a harkground of cultivated
hill • The natural charm ha been much cnhanc:ecl hv the
ta~t ful arran~ctnent of the ground . In the Park ,~·hich
contain over ninety acr • nnd many old fore5t trl·e~. pain,
have lici:n taken to combine the effect oi la\\ n and woodland. On thi ·xtcn ivc trart the huildi11g ites have hecn
carefully S<'lcctcd, and the hroad :\fiddle P.1th which con;1ects Old Kenyon \\ilh Bexley Hall is two-third of a mile
The College 1ru·1d·
•
• .
1
mg compn. c the dorrmtorie · 01 t
eny~ ( 1827); Hanna Hall ( 1902); Leonard Hall ( 1923) .
seen ion Hall ( 18"9) th
. •
•
ing. R
H
• c recitation anti laboratory build• o e all ( 1831, rebuilt 1899), the gymnasium an<l

K
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assembly room; the Alumni Library ( 1910), with which
is connected the Stephens Stack Room ( 1902) ; the Church
of the Holy Spirit (1869), the chapel; Bexley Hall ( 1839),
the theological seminary; Colburn Hall ( 1904), the theological library; "Cromwell Cottage" ( 1913), the President's
house; "Kokosing" ( 1865), the stone mansion built by
Bishop Bedell, standing in its own extensive park ; and
various other buildings.
In 1921 electric light was installed in all college buildings. The current is derived from the high tension Jines
of the Ohio Power Company and the College possesses its
own underground distribution system. In addition, an
emergency lighti ng plant stands ready for instant use.
In 1923, through gifts of the Alumni, a central heating
plant and power house were constructed at a cost of nearly
$100,000.00. The power house is situated to the south and
west of Old Kenyon, and immediately adjacent to the railroad. Coal is delivererl on a spur track directly to the
bunkers and concrete tunnels carry the heating mains to
the principal buildings in the College Park. The power
house is a fireproof brick structure and the -;tack is of radial
brick one hundred feet in height. Twin Stirling boilers
of two hundred and fifty horse-powu each are installed and
the equipment includes automatic stokers, pipe insulation,
etc., of the best anrl most modern type.
OLD KE:-<Y0:-.1

Old Kenyon, the cornerstone of \\ hich was laid in
1827, is a massive golhic structure of local sandstone. It
is one hundred and si,ty feet long, three stories high, with
solid stone walls four and one-half feet thick at the basement story. The roof carries battlements and pinnacle
and is sunnounted by a spire one hundred ancl ten feet high
containing the old college bell. By an Alumni subscription
the bell has been recast at the :Meneely Foundry.
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Jn 1907 Old Kenyon was completely rebuilt on the
interior at an l:Xpense of ove r $75,000, the external appearance remaining unchanged. The walls and roofs were
thoroughly repaired and in part rebuilt with the best and
most permanent materials, so that the building is now unexcellcd among college dormitories for strength, comfort ancl
beauty.
C >Id Kenyon contains rooms for over ninety studenb.
The interior finish is of Flemi~h oak of handsome grain
with wainscoting in the halls. The staircases have gothic
ncwd posts and birch hand rails. At all the windows are
placed broad window scab of solid oak which cover the
steam radiators. Rather more than one-half of the rooms
are arranged in suites.
H.\NN,\ IL\LL

This dormitory was opened to students in December,

1903. The building is of gray Cleveland s:u1dstonc, in collegiate gothic style. It is two stories high with gables,
measures one hundred and thirty feet long by fifty feet deep,
and houses about sixty students. The doors and window
ca-..ings nnd the wainscoting are of Flemish oak, and the
floors oi polished hardwood. Running- water is supplied
in every bed-room. In thoroughness of construction the
lmilding ha~ few equals amon~ collej:!e dormitoric~.
I Janna Hall wa built in honor of hi wife by the late
Marcu~ i\. Hanna, United States Senator from Ohio, at a
co~t oi over $65.000. Charles F. Schweinfurth, of Cleveland, was the architect.
Lr:o:-:,\RD

H

\LL

Thi new fireproof dormitory wa!> opened to students in
~cptc.mbcr, 1924. The st) le i~ collegiate gothic and the
cxtcnor '~all arc of Glenmont sand~tonc. The rooms are
arranged 111 convcni('nt uitc ancl the building houc;es com-
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fortably a little over one hundred men. The construction
is strictly fireproof and dark oak is used for the interior
finish. The building is the gift of Ohio Churchmen "as a
tribule of love and deYotion to William Andrew Leonard,
Fourth Bishop of Ohio, and in reverent memory of his
wife."
COLLEGE CU.\PI:.L

The Church of the Holy Spirit, the College Chapel,
was built in 1869, by the Church of the Ascension, New
York, as a tribute to their former rector, Bishop Bedell.
It is a cruciform edifice of Early Engli~h architecture and
is built of freestone in courses, with dressed quoins and
facings. The naYe and chancel are ninety feet, the transepts
eighty feet in length. J vy, tram•planted from :\I el rose
.\bbey, covers the walls.
The interior of the church is fini~hcd in oak, the walb
are tastefully illuminated. and all Lhe windows are of stain1.:d
glass. The organ i:- a memorial to Bishop Mcllvaine, and
a mural tablet, erected by the Diocc~e of Ohio, commemorates the founder of Kenyon Colkgc, the Rt. Rev. Philandl.!r
Chase.
In the church tower i:- the Collt•ge clock and a set oi
nine bells, together with a mechani'm which rings the Westminster chimes at the quarter hour~.

By the will of the late :\Irs. Bedell a fund was e.;tablished for keepin~ the church and Koko:;ing in repair.
A:-cE:-.:~10:-.: HALL

A~cen::.ion Hall i.; a stately Coliegiatc Tudor building
of reddi~h-gray freestone, one hundred and thirty feet long
and three :c-torie~ high. Member~ oi the Church of the
Ascension, Xew York, provided for it construction in
honor of their fonner rector, Bishcp Bedell. It contain~
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the lecture and recitation rooms, the physical, chemical and
biological laboratories and workshops, the halls for literary
societies, and the offices of the President and Treasurer.
The battlemented tower of the building serves as the astronomical observatory.
SAMUEL MATHER SCIENCE HALL

At the Centennial Commencement of 1924, Mr. Henry
G. Dalton of Cleveland gave a laboratory building to the
departments of chemistry, physics and biology asking that
it be named in honor of his senior partner, Samuel Mather,
and that the plans be drawn by ,\bram Garfield, the architect of Leonard Hall. The site is directly opposite Ascension Hall. The new building will be strictly fireproof, three
full stories in height, and will measure about 130 by SS feet.
Over twenty thousand feet of working floor space will thus
be provided and the equipment and apparatus will be of the
most modem type. For a college limited to about 250 students the Samuel ~lather Science Hall will provide admirable facilities for instruction in science.
The work of construction will begin as early as possible
in 1925 and it is expected that the huilding will be occupied
in the summer of 1926.
WBORATORIES

The north end of Ascension Hall, comprising eighteen
rooms, is given up to the physical, chemical and biological
laboratories. The Bowler Fund makes provisions for accessions of apparatus and books.
The Chemical Laboratory occupies eight rooms in
addition to the lecture and preparation rooms and museum.
The laboratory in general chemistry has been enlarged and
now accommodates sixty students. The laboratories for
work. in qualitative and quantitative analy:,is and organic
chem1stry are smaller but well equipped. There are hoods
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and balances, with ample store room facilities, and the stock
of chemicals and apparatus has been made adequate for
work in general, analytical and organic chemistry, including
chemical preparations. This laboratory has its own library
of four hundred volumes, including standard reference
works in several languages, and files of the leading chemical
journals. An excellent collection of typical minerals is
provided.
The Physical Laboratory, which occupies a part of the
first floor and basement of Ascension Hall, is wel1 equipped
for experimental work both in the laboratory proper and the
lecture room. High grade apparatus is being added continually so as to facilitate as much as possible qualitative
class room demonstrations, and in the laboratory, the attainment of precision in measurements. Of the present equipment of the department may be mentioned its electric power
plant, which furnishes light for the laboratories and direct
current for experimental work, an independent alternating
current motor-generator set, a 29-inch spark induction coil
with its accessories for X-ray work, spectrometers, photometers, saccharimeter~. a 30,000-pound Riehle machine
for testing the strength of materials, and a large number of
other measuring instruments for use in the study of nearly
every branch of Physics.
Several physical journals are taken, and kept on file,
and a number of the most recent books on various physical
subjects are being added to the general library each year.
These have been so selected a· to fumish ample material
for collateral reading and thesis work.
The Biological Laboratory occupies rooms on the third
floor of Ascension Hall. The main room is well lighted
from above and contains sixteen Bausch and Lomb comound microscopes, sixteen dissecting microscopes, paraffine
~ath, incubator, sterilizers and Minot rotary and automatic
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Desks and lockers are provided fo r

The department has its own working library consisting of standard reference books in English, German and
French while additional books needed for advanced work;
are pr;curcd from the Boston Society of Natural History
or from university libraries.
LIBRARY .\ND STACK Roo~t

Hubbard Hall, the first library building, was burned
January first, 1910, hut the adjacent stack-room saved the
mass of the librarv. On its site has been built the spacious
and beautiful .\il;nmi Library at a cost of about $50,000.
The principal donors arc the Alumni of the College and
David Z. :t\orton, Esquire, of Cleveland, who has given the
Reading- Room.

In construction the Alumni Library is practically fireproof-Ooors, partitions and staircase~ being built of steel
and tile. Glenmont sandstone in broken courses with trimming-s of Cleveland cut stone forms the exterior walls. Bec;ides working rooms for the Librarian, the Library contain
a spacious periodical room, a hall of meeting for the Faculty
and Trustees, and two Seminar rooms for class instruction.
Built as a part of the Alumni Library is a superb Gothic
Reading Room patterned after an English College hall, with
<.tone-mullioned Tudor windows filled with leaded opalescent
~las~. and with a lofty ceiling carried by richly carved beams
and trusc;es. In honor of the donor this structu re is called
Xorton Hall.
'
. The boob are housed in the Stephens Stack-Room, a
gift of the late James P. Stephens, '59. of Trenton, N. J
The conc;truction is strictly fireproof, stone, brick, steel,
and glass being the only materials used in the building. It
provides space for about 50,000 volumes.
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The library of 27,500 volumes is catalogued according
to the Dewey system and is open throughout the day and
evening. The books are unusually well chosen and form an
admirable working library for undergraduate students. In
history, in biography, and in English, French, and German
literature the collections are good, and the mathematical
department contains the library of the late John N. Lewis
of Mt. Vernon, which consists of some 1,200 volumes. Accessions are made on the recommendations of the several
professors.
The purchase of new books is provided for by several
endowments. The Hoffman fund was established by Frank
E. Richmond, Esq., Providence, R. I., for the purchase of
new books. In 1901, the James P. Stephens Library Fund
of about $18,000 was founded by James P. Stephens, '59, of
Trenton, , . J. By the wish of the donor a considerable
part of the income will for the prt!sent be devoted to the
purchase of classical works in other languages than English. The Klock Fund is devoted to the purchase of books
for the Department of English and the Vaughn Fund to the
binding of periodicals.
The reading- room receives the leading American and
English periodicals, and ten or twelve French and Gem1an
reviews, and is open to students during- the library hours.
An additional library of 12,000 volumes, chiefly theological, is housed in Colburn Hall.
GYMX.~SIUY

Rosse Hall, the gymna~ium and assemhly room, i, an
Ionic structure of sandstone about one hundred by seventyfive feet. Built in 1831 as the College Chapel it was burned
in 1897. The reconstruction wa rrovided for by James
P. Stephens, ~[rs. Julia T. Bedell and other donor , and
especially by "The William and ~Iary Simpson ~Iemorial
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Fund" given by Mrs. Mary A. Simpson of Sandusky. To
the restoration was also applied a bequest of five thousand
dollars from Senator John Sherman. The principal hall
serves as a gymnasium and assembly hall, and contains
gymnastic apparatus presented by the Alumni. Shower
baths and dressing rooms with all-steel lockers are supplied
in the basement, which also contains special rooms for the
athletic teams and a lecture room for the Athletic Director.
ATHLETIC

Kenyon College is one of the original members of the
Ohio Athletic Conference. The college arranges complete
schedules with the other members of the conference in football, basketball, baseball, tennis, and track.
Benson Field is finely situated at the foot of the College hill where the shaded hillside provides a natural
grandstand. Baseball and football grounds are laid out and
the field is surrounded by a cinder track measuring more
than one-third of a mile. A straight-away course of 220
yar ds· is a particularly fine feature.
Immediately south of Old Kenyon four fine tennis
courts are laid out. Several holes for golf practice are
established in the College Park, while the Mt. Vernon Country Club, five miles away, has an excellent course.
MATHE~IATICAL INSTRUMENTS

The observatory has a telescope of five and one-fourth
inches aperture, the object glass of which was made by
Alvan Clark & Son. It is also supplied with a transit of
two inches aperture and a sidereal clock. The Department
of Astronomy owns a set of Trouvelot astronomical drawings.
The income of the Delano Astronomical Fund is used
for the observatory.
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For the use of students in surveying, the Department of
Mathematics possesses an excellent transit, Y level, plane
table, draughting machine, and compass, with the necessary
appurtenances.
THE BEDELL LECTURESIIIP

A fund of five thousand dollars established by Bishop
and l\Irs. Bedell provides for biennial lectures on the Evidences of Natural and Revealed Religion, or the Relation
of Science to Religion. These lectures are given every second yea r on Founders' Day, which is celebrated on the
Festival of All Saints. The publication of the lectures is
provided for.
The following lectures have been delivered :
The Rt Rev. John Williams, D.D., LL.D., "The World's Witness
to Christ." 188L
The Rt. Rev. Henry Cotterell, D.D., "Revealed Religion in Its
Relation to the Moral Being of God." 1883.
The Rt. Rev. IJugh Miller Thompson, D.D., "The World and
the Logos." 1885.
The Rev. James McCosh, S.T.D., LL.D., "The Religious Aspect
of Evolution." 1887.
The Rt. Rev David H Greer, D.D., "The Historical Christ, the
Moral Power of History." 1889.
The Rt. Rev. Arthur Cleveland Coxe, D.D., LL.D., "Holy Writ
and Modern Thought." 1891.
The Rt. Rev. William A. Leonard, D.D., "The Witness of the
American Church to Pure Christianity." 1893.
The Rt. Rev. Boyd Vincent, D.D., "God and Prayer; the Reasonableness of Prayer." 1895.
The Rev. William Reed Huntington, D.D., "A National Church."
1897.
The Rev. Morgan Dix, D.D., D C.L., "The Supernatural Character of the Christian Religion." 1899.
The Rt. Rev. Henry C. Potter, D.D., D.C.L., "Man, Men, and
Their Master." 1901.
The Rt. Rev. William Croswell Doane, D.D., "Evidence, Expcri.
cnce, Influence." 1903.
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The Rt. Rev. Arthur C. A. Hall, DD., "The Relations of Faith
and Life." 100.;.
The Rt Rev. Thoma~ F. Gailor, D.D., Bishop of Tennessee, "The
Christian Church and Education." 1909.
1 he Rev. George F. Smythe, D.D., "The Shepherd of Israel: A
Contribution to the Evidences of Revealed Religion." 1911.
1 he Rev. George Hodges, D.D., Dean of the Cambridge Divinity
School, "1 he Church in the Fourth Century." 1913.
The Rev. \\'. H. P. Faunce, D.D., President of Brown University, "The Enlarging Horizon of Church and State." 1917.
The Rev. William T. :.\fanning, D 0., Rector of Trinity Church,
New York City, "The Call to Unity." 1919.
The Rev. Dr. William R. lngc, Dean of St. Paul's Cathedral,
London, has been invited to deliver the next course of Bedell lectures m the spring of 1925.
THE L\RWILL LECTURESHIP

This fund of ten thousand dollars is the gift of Joseph
I I. Larwill, Esq., of the cJa ... s of 1855. The income is available for occasional lectures or for cour~es of lectures on
subjects of general interest. The Founder desires that at
least every third year a lecture or a course of lectures, philosophical in tone, shall be delivered on one of these great
subjecb: "\\'hat can I know? \\'hat ought I to do?
For what can I hope?"
At the discretion of the College Faculty, lecture· delivered
on the Foundation may be published.
Among the recent occa-ional lecturers on this Foundation have
hcen Profe~sor Brander :\latthews of Columbia Un1ver.ity; Dr.
Svante Arrhenius, of the University of Stockholm; Professor Anatole Lc-braT, of the University of Renne•; The Rev. Dr. Reginald J .
Camphcll, Birmingham, Eng.: Dr. Talcott William~. Dean of the
Pulit1er School of Journali-m, Columbia University; William Butler
Yeats, Syd~er Georgc Fisher, LL.D., Canon Jame 0. Hannay,
Euircnc Bncux, Alfred Xoyes, Hugh Walpole. Dr. Philip Fox,
Dire··tor of the Dearborn Observatory, T. :\lalcolm Bird of the
Scienlilic American and Bertrand Ru~sell.
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Formal academic courses have been delivered as follows .
Charle W. Eliot, LL.D., President Emeritus of Harvard University, "The Future of "1 ra<ks Unionism and Capitalism in a Democracy," October, 1909. (G. ,\, Putnam's Sons.)
The IIon. Theodore E. Burton, United States Senator from
Ohio, "Modern DemocraC}." November, 1911.
George Edward Woodberry, formerly head of the Department
of Comparati\'c Literature at Columbia Univcr ·ity, "Two A•pects
of Criticism: Creative and Historical." :\fay. 1913.
John \V. Burgess, LL.D., former!} Profes~or of Political Science
and Constitutional Law in Columbia Unin.rsity. "The Admmi-.tration of President llaycs," October, l!IJ.;. (Scribner'<.)
Irving Babbitt, A.:\1., Profc,,or of Frencl1 Literature at Han·ard
University "Democracy and Imperialism." ~Iarch, 1920.
THE STIRES PRIZES

Two prizes of $35 and $15 respectively, are offered
annually by the Rev. Dr Stires, Rector of St. Thoma<;
Church, New York, for excellence in debating'. The contestants arc chosen from the two upper classes and represent
the Philomathesian and Xu Pi Kappa literary 'Ocietie ....
THE K1~<: PRIZES

Throug-h the genero-.ity of Mr. Ralph King of Cleveland prizes amounting to $100 arc offered annually to members of the Freshman and Sophomore cla 'C" for c.wcllence
in writing and in rublic i:pcaking-. i\ fir-.t prize of SJ." ar~d a
second prize of $15 arc given to each cla~". the award bcmgmade at Commencement by the Department of En~li"h for
the work of the year.
ScnoL.\RSHIP

\:SD BE:SEFJCIARY

Am

The charge for tuition j, remitted to t~e ~on of clcr~<.tulant" for Hoh· Order.:.. L1m1ted appropnamen an d to po
•
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tions are made to postulants for Holy Orders by the Trustees of the Ethan Stone Fund and by the Joint Education
Committee of the Dioceses in Ohio.
All scholarships are held subject to the following regulation of the Faculty: "All students holding scholarships
of any kind shall be required to maintain an average grade
of two and one-half, to observe reasonable economy in expenditure, and to refrain from behavior which will subject
them to college discipline."
(a)

ENooww ScHOLARSHll'S.

The Joh11 ~I'. A11dn«••s, Jr., Scl1olorslrip, of $3,000, the gift of
Ilon. John W. Andrews, of ColumbtP', Ohio, in memory of his son.
The Austi11 Badger Sc/1oforship, of $1,400, founded by bequest
of Austin Badger, of Medina, Ohio. The income is to be awarded
only to a student preparing for the ministry.
T/11 Plrilo Slier111011 Bc1111ctt Scliolorslrip, of $500, assigned to
Kenyon College by the Hon. William J. Br)an as administrator for
~lr. Bennett. The income of thi' fund is to be given to needy and
de~ening students.
The Alfred Bloke Sc/10/arships, three perpetual ~cholarships,
covering tuition, the gift oi !\fr~. Alfred Blake of Gambier.
Tiit Corncgit Srl1olorship F1111d, of $:?:>,000, the gi £t of Andrew
Carnegie, Esq. Grant~ from the income of this fund are made to
needy and deserving students for the payment of College bills ..
Po tulants for Holy Orders arc ineligible
Tlrt Carter Scliolarsliip F1md, of $:>,000, the gi it of ~lrs. Carter,
of Albanr, New York, in memory of her husband, the Rev. George
Galen Carter, S.T.D., of the class of 1864, and his father, the Rev.
Law~on Carter, late of Oevcland, Ohio. The income provides for
t~o scholar~hips and in making appointments preference is to be
given to JIO>tulants for Order<, especially to such postulants as are
sons of clergymen.
Tht Cushing Scholarship, of $5,000, founded by his parents m
memory of Kirke W. Cushing, '14. The appointment is placed in
the hands of the President, the Profesor of English and the Professor
of Mat~ematics with the direction that it be conferred upon a student
of special need and merit who has been at lea6t one year in residence..
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Tiu French Pri::e Scholarship, a perpetual scholarship covering
tuition in Kenyon College, the gift of Mrs. Robert French, of Gambier, to be awarded to the student of the Prep:iratory D epartment
standinc highest in grade and deportmenL
The Ginn Scholarships, two scholarships of $2,500 each, given
by their sons in memory of Francis Marion Ginn and Millicent Pope
Ginn. Eligibility is limited to graduates of Ohio H1gh Schools, preference being given lo students from Sandusky County where Francis
M. Ginn served as Principal and Superintendent at Fremont and
Oyde for more than thirty years.
The Thomas A. McBride Sc/10/ars/11p, of $2,000, founded by
bequest of Mrs. Mary A. McBride, of Wooster, Ohio, in memory
of her son, Thomas A. McBride, of the dass of 1867.
The Nos/1 Scholarship, of $10,000, founded by bequest of Job
M. Nash, of Cincinnati. The income provides for three schoalrships
of about $200 each.
The Southard Scholarsll1p, of $2,500, the gift of ~fr. George F .
S outhard, of the class of 1873. Preference is to be given to a student
in regular standing.
(b)

LoAN FUNDS.

The Curtis Fund, which now

amount~

to about $34,000.

The late Henry B. Curti~, LL.D., of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, granted
to the Trustees of Kenyon College a fund for the aid of meritorious
students by loans of money at a low rate of intere t. The interest
is intended to meet only the risk of death, and is not to be greater
than the average rate of life insurance
The application for a Curti scholarship must state the applicant's name, residence and a&"C, and his father'~ name and address.
The father or guardian must endorse the application and expre•s
bis belief that the loan will be repaid at maturity. The Faculty
will consider the application to be confidential, and in grantinit the
Joan will take into consideration the applicam·s character. ability
and merit, including his examinations in <chool and college, and his
record for regularity, punctuality and general conduct~ The appropriations are made for only a year at a time. The maJlimum loan
for one year is $150, but for a ~tudcnt'• fir t year r.s. The sum
appropriated is paid in two equal parts, one at the lxgmning of 'ach
semester. Upon each payment the student gives hill promiuory not'
for the repayment five )ear• from date, with interest at the rate of
one and a half per cent.
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The Ormsby Phillips F1111d, of $1,000, which wa established by
:\Ir. and :\lrs. Bakewell Phillip~. of Pittsburgh, Penn<) lvania. to be
loaned without interest to a student for the ministry
( c)

T11E HIGH SCHOOL ScnOI.ARsu1rs.

By action of the Board of Trustees, eight scholarships in Kenyon
College are offered each year to male graduates of high schools in
the State of Ohio. The application must state that the assistance is
IH<'c<.,ary to enable the student to pur,ue a course at Kenyon College
and mu t he signed by both the applicant and his father or guardian.
A certificate from the principal of the high <chool te'•ti f} ing to intelkctual prolicicncy and mor:il character i' also required . The ~chol
ar-.hip' cover tuition.
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In the following statement the term "Unit" means a
course of study of five recitation periods a week continued
through a full school year. Fo r entrance to all college
courses fifteen such Units are required. The pag-es immediately following contain a detailed description of the subjects that will be accepted as Units for admission.
TABLE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
FoR THE CLASSICAL CouRsF:
UNITS

English .... ·-··-········································-·················--·· -·
~[athematics ·····-·····-·············- ..............................................Latin or Greek............................................................................
Latin, Greek or ~Iodern Language_................ ......-····-·
I li<torl .. .. ............
.....---······-..- Science ...--........ __ ··-··--· ......-----·····-·
Additional ···-·--·····---- ·······················-

3
2Y,
2
2

2
1

2Y,
15

FOR THE PHILOSOPlllC\L CoURSE:

FOR fllE

Sen :-iTIFIC

UNITS

Engli~h

...... -............ .......
~Iathematics ----····--··Foreign Language• -·-History ···--·······--········-··..···
Science- . ··-·····---·······-···-·
Additional -··-···-.

3
2Y,
4

2
1

2Y,

English -·-

CntR~E:
UNI TS

·······-·-·-··
4 or
Foreign Languages ·-··-3 or
Hi•tory -···-··--Sciences - ..
-----·
Additional
:\fathematic~

3
3
t

2
2

IS

1:'1

The following table ~hows the minimum and maximum
amounts which will be accepted in each ~uhjcct:
U~JT<

UNITS

English
- ... ····-·-- 3-.1
:\fathcmatic< ---·--··-2Y,-4
Latin
t-4
Greek ..• -·······- -··-· t-3
French . ·-·····---···--- 1-3
3
Spani•h · · · · · - · - · - · ·- t-

Italian
Gcrrnan
Hi tory
Scicntc•
T>ra\Hllg
hop\\ Ork

- - 1·3
1-3

1-3
1-3
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ENTRANCE SUBJECTS IN DETAIL
ENGLISH
1 THREE UNITS. (a) Reading. A certain number of books
will be set for reading. The candidate will be required to present
evidence of a general knowledge of the subject matter, and to answer
simple questions on the lives of the authors. On several assigned
topics a brief written discussion will be required at the examination.
The object is to test the candidate's power of clear, accurate expression, and will call for only a general knowledge of the substance
books. In place of a part of this test the candidate may present
an exercise book, properly certified by his instructor, containing
compositions or other written work done in connection with the
reading of the book. No student will hereafter be admitted without
examination except 011 the presentation of such properly certified
cxcrci'e book, or of an explicit statement from his instructor of the
books read in cla•s and the amount of composition work requi red.
The sub~titution of equivalent books for those given below will for
the prc,cnt be permitted. In preparation for this part of the requirement it is important that the candidates shall have been instructed
in the fundamental principles of rhetoric.

L ist o f Books for G eneral Reading for 1923-1925
The ~tudent selects ten Units, two from each of the five following
groups:
CROUP I

Dicken~ :

A Tale of Two Citic•.
George Eliot: Silas Marner.
Scott: Quentin Durward.
Stevcn~on: Trea~ure Island or Kidnaped.
Hawthorne: The House of the Seven Gables.
CROUP ll

Shake•peare: Merchant of Venice.
J ulius U:sar.
King Henry V.
As You Like It
CIOUP Ill

Scott; The Lady of the Lake.
Coleridge: The Ancient Mariner ; and Arnold: Sohrab and Rustum.
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A collect'•on of representativ
. and lyric.
. e verse, narrative
T ennyson : Idylls of
fhe A::neid o r Th Odthe Ki.ng (any fou r ).
with t he omis:ion Y~:c: t~ ad transation of recognized excellence
T he Odyssey.
'
e~1re ' of Books 1-V, XV, and XVI of

T

CROUP !\'

he Old Te tament (th I. f
Jo~hua, Judges, Sa:i~~t ~~rrative episod~s in Genesis, Exodus,
books of Ruth
d E 'h mg~, and DameJ, together with the
I .
an
st er).
Arvdd
t ~g: The Sketch Book (about 175 pages)
•" 1son andLo
s t~e1~· The Sir Roger de Coverley
·
:\Iacaula}.
Papers.
p
'
r
IVC.
F;:km~n: The Oregon Trail.
nklm: Autobiography.
r.llOUP \'

:\ modern novel.
.\\ collect!on of short torics (about 1;,o pages)
A
' collect1011
11 .
· Pilie•).
0 f contemporary ver$C (about J:iO
co_ cctton of prose writing• on matter' of current interut (about
i ..o page ).
Two modern plays.
All selections from thi< group <hould be "ork~ of recognized
C'Cccllcnce.
For any unit of thi sronp a unit (ro.11 an} othrr group may ~
ub•titutcd.
(b) Study and Practice. I h1 part of the enmuu tion presuppo,cs the thorough •tud) of each of the works named in this diriion. 1 he examination will be upon ubjo:t matter. form and st ructure. ill addi1ion 1/11• (andidale may be rl'qvirt'd lo OflS?Hr qr,,slUnu
im·oh illg 1/ie .·sscnlials of E11glish gr<1"'''"1r, a#d '"" ll'tul•"I /octs
i ii those periods of E11gli1h hi1tory to
'"" pnscrilJl'd booJo

~t·kich

belongs.
No candidate will be accept d in Engh b "hose work•• not.ably
defective in point or
punctuation. idiom or dinSIOfl into

·~Hing,

paragraphs.
An e::otammation 111 compo 1tson will be rtqu1red of all
student~.

llC'lll'
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List of Books for Study
This part of the requirement is intended as a natural and logical
continuation of the student's earlier reading. Greater stress is laid
upon form and s tyle, the exact mea11ing of words and phrases, and
the understanding of allusions. For this close reading the books
are arranged in four groups, from each ot which one selection is to
be made.
GROUP I

Shakespeare : :Macbeth.
II am let.
GROUP II

Milton: L'Allcgro, II Penseroso, and either Comus or Lycidas.
Browning: Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They Brought'
the Good News from Ghent to Aix, Home Thoughts from
Abroad, Home Thoughts from the ~a. Incident of the French
Camp, Herve Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at VillaDown in the City, The Italian in England, The Patriot, The
Pied Piper, "De Gustibus"-, Instans Tyrannus, One Word
More.
GROUP Ill

~Jacaulay :

Life of Johm>on.
Carlyle: Essay on Burns, with a brief selection from Burns's
Poems.
Arnold: ·wordsworth, with a brief selection from \Vordswortb's
Poems.
CROUP JV

Burke: Speech on Conciliation with America.
A collection of orations, to include at least Washington's Farewell
Addres5, Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration, and Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address
2. FouR UNITS. Jn addition to the preceding a fourth unit may
be offered in English Compo~ition.

MATHEMATICS
. I. Two A:-ID 0NE-11ALF UNITS (a) Algebra (one and one-half
unit~), }hrough Simultaneous Quadratic Equations

(b) Plane G"ometry (one unit)
A tho.rough review of Algebra and Geometry should be completed during the ) ear preceding entrance to College
2. THREE. to Foi.::R UN1Ts. In addition to the preceding.
(a) Solid Geometry (one-half unit).
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(b) Advanced Algebra, including the theory of Logarithms,
Series, Determinants and Partial Fractions, and Elementary Theory
of Equations (one-half unit)
(c) Plane Trigonometry, with special attention to the derivation of formulre and the accurate solut ion and checking of problems
(one-half upit)

LATIN
I. ONE UNIT. Latin grammar with easy reading, consisting
of twenty or thirty pages of connected tex~. In all written exercises
the long vowels should be marked, and in all oral exercises pains
should be taken to make the pronunciation conform to the quantities.
The student should be trained from the beginning to grasp the
meaning of the Latin before translating, and then to render into
idiomatic English; and should be taught to read the Latin aloud
with intelligent expression.
2. Two UNITS. In addition to the preceding, selections from
Cesar's Gallic ivar equivalent in amount to four or fi\'e books;
selections from Nepos may be taken as a substitute for an amount
not exceeding two books. The equivalent of at least one period a
week in prose composition based on Cresar. Frequent written exercises and translation at sight from Cresar.
3. THREE UNITS. In addition to the preceding, ,ix oration5
of Cicero, including the .Ua11ilia11 La14'. Sallu:>fs Cait/."ne will be
accepted as a substitute for an equivalent amount of Cicero.
The equivalent of at least one period a week in prose composition, based on Cicero. Frequent written exercise~ and translation
at sight from Cicero.
4. FouR UNITS. In addition to 1 and ::?, Virgil"· Ae11l'id. For
a portion of this may be substituted selections from Oi·id. Co~
stant practice in the metrical reading of Latin verse.
The equivalent of at least one period a week in pro,e compo•ition. Frequent translation al sight from Virgil and Ovid.

GREEK
ONE UNIT. Grammar. ....J11aba.s1.S, twenty pages. The student should have constant practice in reading Greek aloud and in
translating into Greek. Syntax is best taught in connection with
the text read, but the mo-;t important paradigms should be learned
before beginning the A11abosi.s.
2. Two UN1TS. In addition to the preceding, A1t-0ba.si.s I-TV.
Greek prose based on the A11aba.sis should be written daily.
1.
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3. THREE UNITS. In addition to 1 and 2, A11abo.Ns reviewed,
liad, not less than 1900 lines. Mythology and scansion should be
taught in connection with the //iod. Greek prose based on the
A11abasis.

FRENCH
In one year the student should acquire a fairly
accurate pronunciation and such a knowledge of elementary grammar and vocabulary as will enable him to translate very simple
French into English as well as short English sentences into French.
Ile should read from 200-300 pages in the standard French Readers
for beginners.
2. Two UNITS. Two years' work in French should consist
of drill in pronunciation, the study of grammar, conversation and
composition exercises, the writing of French from dictation and the
reading of 450-600 duodecimo pages of French from at least two
authors of recognized literary ability. Not more than one-half of
this reading can be from fiction.
3. THREE UNITS. The third year's study should give a greater
mastery of French applied in developing accuracy and fluency in the
work begun in the first two years, and to the reading of 1000
duodecimo pages of French from not less than four authors of stand..
ard literary merit. It is recommended that part of this reading
be done in poetry, drama, and history. As French is the language of
the classroom, it is essential that all candidates for admission acquire
facility in the spoken idiom.
1.

ONE UNIT.

ITALIAN
1. Om: UNIT may be presented. The requirements as to quan-

tity arc the same as in French.
2. Two UNITS. Two years' work in Italian consisting of
abundant exercises in prose composition, dictation, pronunciation,
grammar, and the reading of 450-600 duodecimo pages of Italian
from at least two recognized standard authors. Not more than onehalf of this reading ca11 be from fiction .
. .3. T1nu. UNITS. A greater mastc!ry of Italian grammar,
ab1hty to translate into Italian a connected passage of English prose
of n:icdium difficulty and knowledge sufficient to write compositions
of sim~ler form. Candidates arc further expected to have read 1000
duodectmo pages of Italian from not less than four classic and mod..
e_m authors. As Italian is the language of the classroom it is csscnual that candidates have drill in the use of the spoken la,nguagc.
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SPANISH
ONE UNIT may be presented The requirements as to quantity are the same as in French.
l

2. Two UNITS. Two years' work in Spanish consisting of
abundant drill in pronunciation, the study of grammar and the
n~aste.ry of the more difficult syntax, the writing of Spanish from
dictation, composition and conversation exercises and the reading of
450 duodecimo pages of Spanish from at least two well-established
authors. Not more than one-half of this reading can be from fiction.
It is urged that poetry and history form the half.
3. THREE UNITS. A more thorough study of Spanish grammar
and the mastery of syntax, power to comprehend oral Spanish and
ability to write a simple composition and to turn a passage of English of moderate difficulty into the Spanish idiom. Candidates will
be expected to have read 1000 duodccimo pages of Spanish from not
less than four writers of standard literary excellcncc. It is recommended that this reading be divided between poetry, drama, and the
novel. Since Spanish is the language of the classroom, it is essential that the candidate have practice in Spanish conver•ation and be
drilled in following the spoken language.

GERMAN
1. ONE UNIT. Careful drill in pronunciation, elementary grammar, including a thorough knowledge of forms and simple syntax;
reading of about 150 pages of easy modern German, mainly na rrative
prose; elementary drill in speaking and writing German.
2. Two UNITS. Further stud) of the Grammar, including a
more thorough treatment of ~yntax; continued practice in writing
and speaking German; reading, in addition to l, of about 250 pages
of modern German from standard authors.
3. THREE UNITS. Continuation of the •tudy of the grammar,
composition and conversation; the reading in addition to 1 and 2
of about 500 pages of da«ical ard modern German pro<e and poetry.
HISTORY
GENERAL H1STOR\'. A~ much a• i5 containctl in Myers's
Ge11erol History.
2. (a) GREn: HI!'>TOR\'. ~f)ers's or Bot•ford's Hi<tory of
Greece or an cqui\'alent (onc·hali unit).
(b) Ro~rAN HISTORY. Allen'• llistor). of thr Romon Peo~/,
or Botsford'~ Ro111011 History (one·half umt).
1.
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The equivalent of Andrews' or Cheyney's

History of E11gla11d, with collateral reading.
4. UNITED STATES HISTORY. A comprehensive course based on
such a text as Adams and Trent or McDonald's Johnston's, with
considerable collateral reading.
5. (a)

UNITED STATES HISTORY. John Fiske's History of the

U11ited States or an equivalent (one-halt unit.)
(b)

POLITICAL Sc1ENCE, as much as is contained in John Fiske's

Civil Governme111 i11 the U11ited States (one-half unit).

SCIENCE
ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. An amount of work equivalent to
that in the text of Millikan & Gale, Ho::dley, or Black & Davis,
is required. Particular attention should be given to practical laborato ry methods, and the solution of numerical problems.
1.

2. ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. A course including both laboratory work and class room work in Inorganic Chemstry. The
following recent text-books may be taken to indicate the work
desired: Brownlee's First Pri11eiples of Chemistry, or Hessler &
Smith's Esse11tiols of Chemistry, or McPherson & Henderson's A

First Course

i11

Chemistry.

GENERAL B10LOGY. A daptation to environment, protective
resemblance, variation, etc., should be studied. A general study
of the activity and local distribution of typical form of life. Laboratory work is essential. Boyer's Ele111e11tary B iology, or selections
from Davenport's /11troductio11 to Zoolog~', together with Bergen's
Ele111e11ts of Bota11y, represent approximately the amount required.
3.

~. BOTANY. The es~ential principles of plant life and growth
together with a careful study of typical plant forms. Variabilit.
adap.tation, assimilation, respiration, digestion, growth and reproduction ~hould be carefully studied. An equivalent of Atkinson's
Lesso11s m Bota11y, or Bergen's Fo1111datio11s of Bota11y, should be
presented.

5.

ZooLOGY. Knowledge of the typical forms both invertebrate
to
of
of

~nd. vert~brate i~ required. Ability to recognize the specimen,
md1cate
· out the pr111c1pal
. .
·
l'f its. relallonshi P s• an d to po111t
features
its 1 e , h1~tory• orga n11.a
· t'ion and physiology.
.
An
equivalent
Kcllogg s Et..mr11tar\• z I
ou ogy or Davenport's lutrod11ction
·
Z 00 IOfy,

to
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RULES FOR ADMISSION
Candidates for admission must present testimonials of
good moral character, and if they come from other colleges
certificates of dismissal in good standing.
Examination for entrance are held at the opening of
the college year the third Wednesday in September.
Certificates will be provisionally accepted from the
principal of any accredited High or Preparatory School,
and will exempt the student from entrance examinations in
the subjects covered, provided that they are in the hands of
the Registrar at the opening of the year. No student is
admitted whose certificates do not cover at least 14 uni ts of
preparatory work.
The privilege of registration is extended only to students who
pass the entrance examinations or present satisfactory certificates.
~ither

The College furnishes certificate blanks, which must state in
detail the courses that the student has completed, together with
the ground covered and the time given to each course.
At entrance, all students are received upon probation, and their
work is subject to careful in<pection. Matriculation (see p. 63)
gives final credit for certificates and accords full standing in Co11ege.
Immediately before the Thank~giving recess, mid-semester examinations are given to all fre~hmen. To be matriculated a <tudent must
maintain a passing grade in at least twelve hours of work, to be
determined by class standing and the mid-semester examinations.
Students who fail to matriculate may be continued upon probation,
but failure to pass in nine hours of work at the end of the semester
drops them from college.
Applicants for admission whose preparation in ancient or modem
language is inadequate will be given an opportunity in College to
make up not more than two unit• of deficiency.

111

Advanced Standing
Candidates for advanced standing wiJI be examined
all prescribed studies antecedent to the desired grade,
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including the requirements for admission to college and in
such elective studies as shall be chosen by the candidate and
approved by the Faculty.
Students from other colleges will be admitted to such
standing as the Faculty may deem equitable in each case.
Candidates are required to present a certified statement of
the studies they have pursued and their proficiency therein,
together with a catalogue of the college from which they
come.

COURSES OF STUDY

COURSES OF STUDY
!hree courses of study are offered-dassical, philosoph1cal, and scientific. A ll are general college courses
which seek to give a training at once symmetrical and
thorough. Flexibility is secured by offering a considerable
choice of electives while continuity and proportion in their
selection is insic;ted upon. Some ancient language is required
in the classical course leading to the Arts degree while the
philosophical course emphasizes modern language. Both
courses aim at general training in preparation for commercial or professional life. The scientific course is designed
primarily to meet the ncccl~ of students who expect to pursue engineering-, medical or graduate scientific courses.
S tudents who complete this course with the proper electives
can gain advanced stanclin.~ in engineering <:chools of the
first rank. Thus, with little ~acrifice of time students get
the advantage of personal instruction in the academic atmosphere of a literary college while Ja,·ing the foundation for
strictly technical training.
The following paragraph summarize the r~quirement
in the three courses, while both required and elective cour~e"
arc listed in the con"pectus that folio\\ s:
THE Ct.A<:SIC.\L COURSE: ,\ll student• in t hi~ cour•e mu•t
complete in college courses totaling 12l semest~r ho~1u, "hie~ must
include five year< of Foreign Langu;igc, includmg either Laun 1, 2
o r Greek 5, 6. Of these live )ear~ at lta<t thn.-e mu•t be in one
language. Gre<'k 11. 1:! (Grl'ck Literature in English) mu t be
taken by all who do not take Greek Langual!"e for at la•t h1·0 year•
Tu£ Pnn..osoPHICAL CoU11SE: \11 tudt:nts in thi' cou~•e must
complete in collt>:"c courses totaling 12~ $emc-tcr houn. which must
include five )cars of Foreign Language, oi \\hich three years must
be in one lanF(Uaice.
TnE Sa&:o.'TITJC Comr!:E: All •tudcnts in this course °!"st com·
plete in college courses totaling 12 !tme<tcr hours, which mu t
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include seven years or Science, including Biology 1, 2, Chemistry
l, 2, Mathematics 1, 2, and Physics 1, 2; and also three years of
Foreign Language (including French 3, 4, and German 3, 4, for
students entering after September, 1023).

CONSPECTUS OF COURSES OF STUDY
Freshman Y car
ALL CouRsEs :
H oU11s
English 1, 2t............................................................................................ 6
?.Ia thematics 1, 2........... ....................................................................... 6
One Elective....... ·--·-···-·-· ..........................................-................. 6
Physical Training ..................................................... No College Credit
CLASSICAL:

Latin or Greek ........... -·-······································· ..······················· 6
01emistry 1, 2 or Physics l, :?............... .......................................... 8
PHlt.OSOPlllCAL:

One Foreign Language
···············-·········-··-··-··········· 6
Chemistry 1, 2 or Physics 1, 2............................................................ 8
Sc1&snF1c:

One Foreign L'lnguage.......-....... ............... ......... ..................... 6
One Science-·····-······------· ... ....... .......................................... 8
To be cho<cn from Chemistry, Physics and Biology.
E1.ECTt\r; Cot'R~Es

OPES ro FR1->s1n1EN:
Greek 1·6
Spani•h 1· I
Latin t, 2, 9-14
Italian. 1-4
German 1··1
Chemistry 1, 2
French 1·4
Phy~ics 1, 2

AtL Co1.;11~&S:

Biology l, 2
History 1, 2
Political Science 1, 2
Economics 15, 16

Sophomore Y car
H oU11s

English 3, 4 ....... ··--··················-·-······-·········................................... 6
gible 1, 2 -----·-···-··- ··-·-··-----···-········ ..···-······--·····- 2
ne Elccti\"c...... ··-- .........
Physical Training
... --······-········-··..··· ·····-·········-····....6
·······-·--···········-····No College Credit

In•trt~~i~n~umhcr

identifit.s thr count a• dtscribed under the O.,partments of

first cour
in an ~ ·
·
courac. mun be tnltn for the , 1 · cience, in or~er to count u
• OTE..

\

a requi red
coune mutt be taken for t•o ni11e year. In foreign languages an elementary
Rmtstns to count toward 1raduation.
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CoURSES OF STUDY
C LASSI CAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL:

Two Foreign Languages................................................................... 12
One Science....................................................................................6 or 8
SCIENTIFIC:

One Foreign Language........................................................................ 6
Two Sciences................................................................................12 or 14
ELECTlVE CoUllSES OPEN TO SoPHOliORES:

Greek 1-8, 11, 12
Latin 1-4, 9-14
Ger man 1-6
French 1-6
Italian 1- 6
Spanish 1-6

Chemistry 1-4
Biology 1-4
Physics 1- 4
~Iathematics 3-25

History 1-4

P olitical Science 1-4
Economics 1, 2
Business 9,10, 18
Philosophy 1-6
Psychology 1, 2

Junior Year
ALL COURSES :

HOURS

English 5, 6 ........................................................-·····················-· ...... _.. 2
History, 7, 8............................................................................................ 6
CLA SSICAL A ND PUILOSOPHICAL:

Two Fo reign Languagestt..............- ............................................... 12
Two Electives.......................................................................................... 12
SctENTJl'IC :

One Foreign Languagett.................................................................... 6
Two Sciencestt...................................................................................- 12
One Elective............................................................- ..-··-·-····--- 6
ELECTlYE CoURSES OPEN TO J UN IORS :

English 9-11, 13-23
Greek 1-14
Latin 1-14
German 1- 12
French 1-10
Spanish 1-10
Italian 1-6

Chemistry 1-S
Biology 1-12
Physics 1-17
Mathematics 3-25
Astronomy
History 1-G, 9, 10
Political Science 1-8
Economics 1-8

Business 9, JO, 18
Sociology 11-H
Philosophy 1-8
Ps)chology 1-4
Education 1-11
Comparative Literature 1-4
Religion 3-6

Senior Year
ALL COURSES :

EngHsh 7, 8........-

HOUIS

............... ··-·-·-··--·-·· ··----·-····---· 2

ttUnleu previom4' taken as an Elective.
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CLASSICAL ANO PBrLOSOPHICAL :

Five Electives....................•••.........•..•·--·-·-········-··········-··-·········· 30
SCIENTIFIC :

One Sciencett ................-........ • ························-···········-············ 6
Four Electives ........................................................................................ 24
ELEL""T"Jl"E CuuRSES OPEN TO SKNIORS:

Sociology 11-11
Engli>h 11-22
Iliology I · 1.!
P hilosophy 1-8
Ph) ics 1-17
Greek 1-11
Psycl•olog-y 1-4
.:'l!athcmatic :1-2;,
Latin J-14
Education 1-11
German 1-12
A ~tronomy
Comparative LitFrench 1-16
History :l-6. 9. 10
Spani,h 1-10
Political Science I -~
erature 1-4
Religion 3-6
Italian 1-6
Economics 1-8
Chemistry 1-12
Business 9, 10, 18
All Electives are three-hour course<, unless otherwise described
under the Departments of Instruction
$tudent~ intending to study Theol ogy will be permitted to
pre<ent as Senior electives Philosophy 1, 2 and twelve hours of the
work of the Junior year at Bexley Hall
ftllnt~~ prnlousl} 1akrn a• an F.l~cli•"

DEPARTMEN'fS OF

I NSTR UCTIO N
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ENGLISH
PROFF.SSOR REEVES

A~SISTl\NT PROFESSOR LocKERT
Ass1s1 \:\'T P110FES!<OR HIBBITT

1,2. Written and Oral Exercises, iu which deliciencies are
explained and overcome. Narration, Description, Exposition
and Argumentation ar( studied in turn throughout the year.
Class debates and Declamation afford opportunity for ·peaking.
For excellence in speaking the King prizes are offered. Three
hours a week, required of all Freshmen. Professors Lockert and
Hibbitt.
3,4. English Literature. A survey course, supplemen ted
by themes. Three hours a week, required of all Sophomores.
King prizes offered. Profes ors Reeves, Locker! and Hibbitt.
S,6. Nineteenth Century Literature. Lectures with written
exercises. Required of all Juniors. One hour a week. Professor Lockert.
7,8. Literary Criticism and Debating. One hour a week.
Required of all Se111ors Profe sor Reeves.
9. Elizabethan Drama. A survey of the drama from 1580
to 16-12, with Xeilson' Chirf Eli&ubrtha11 Dramatists a< a text.
Introductory to Shakespeare. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Offered in 1926-7. Professor Lockert.
10. Shakespeare. Elective for Juniors and Senior . Offered
each year. Ti' rec hour a week. Profcs<or Reeves.
11. The Contemporary Drama. Elective for Juniors and
Seniors. Three hours a week: offered in alternate years . • 'ot
given in 1924-25. Professor Reeves.
12. Tennyson and Browning. Complete text of each poet
are required, and their contra•ting arts explained. Elective fo r
Seniors. Offered each yar. Three hours a week. Professor
Reeves.
13,14. Anglo.Saxon and the History of the En11iah Language. The histor'cal basi~ of English idiom in the reading and
philological study of Anglo-Saxon literature, and the standards
Odd nuin~ral• indicate fir

1

scmulrr: urn numeral• attond Rmuttr.
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of l\lodC'rn English, arc explained. R equisi te fo r s tudentis
desmng a certificate of capacity to teach Englis h. T hree hours
a week, elective for Juniors and Seniors. Offered each year.
Profe~sor Reeves.
15. Advanced Composition. Short Story or Essay \Vrit ing,
according to choice, with study of mode.ls. E lect ive for Juniors
and Seniors, alternate years. Offered in 1924-25. Pro fessor
Lockert.
16. Argumentation and D ebate. One debat e a wee k is
required and a good delivery is insisted upon. Elective fo r
] um ors and Seniors. Professor Locke rt.
17. Chaucer, L angland, and Wycliff. Fourteenth Ce-ntury
Studies. Elective for ] uniors and Seniors. Offered each year .
Three hours a week. Professor Reeves.
18. English Romanticism . A study of the chief concepts
and exponents o f the moveme n t. E lective fo r Juniors a nd
Semors. Alternate years. Offered in 1923-24. Professor Hibbitt.
19. Res toratio n and E ighteent h Century Drama. A s tudy
of the plays and historical background of the English stage fro m
the re-opening of the theaters to the time o f Sheridan. Elective
for Juniors and Se111ors. Alternate years. Offered in 1923-24.
P rofessor 11 ibbitt.
20. W o rld Drama. Aeschylus to Ibsen. Typical G reat
dramas and important hterary movements are studied. Pro fl'ssor Lockert. Offered 111 1924-25.
21. Development of t he Eng lis h Novel.
Offered in 1925-26. Profe<sor Reeves.

Alternate- years.

. 22. The Ninet eenth Cen tury Novel. Continue
wuh reference< to Frei ch and Slavo111c fiction.
1'>2S-2fi. Profr<<or Lockert.

English 20,
O ffered in

23. Milton and H is T imes. Elective for Ju niors and Se-niors.
O!Tertd 11 1"24-25 Prof· ~~or Hibbi tt.
24.

•

Dr. J ohnson and H ia Circle.

An inquiry mto the life

:~d opinions !n the Eighteenth Century, using the Literary Club
192~ fo_cu~ o f mtcrest. Eltctive for Juniors and Se n iors. Offere d
·2;,.

Alterna te year~.

All courut

thr~c

Professor Hibbi tt.

hours unJ.,, <>lbtn•il<! •talcd.
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GREEK
PROFl:SSOR RADFORD

1, 2. Grammar; Greek R eader. Optional for admission to
Classical Course. Elective in other courses.
3, 4. Greek R eader ; Ana basis; Iliad, 3000 lines. P rose
Composition. Optional for admission to the Classical Cou rse.
E lective in other courses.

5. Pla t o, Apology or Select ions from H erod otus and
Thucydides. Prose Composition. Optional for the Classical
Course. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.
6. Euripides, A lcestis and M edea. Private
Gr eeks. Optional for the Classical Course.

life

of

tho

7. Odyssey, S elections. History of Greek Literature
(Prose). Optional in the Classical Course. Course 5 and 6
prerequisite.
8. So phocles, A ntigone or O edipus Tyrannus, A eschylus,
Prometheus or Septem . History of Greek Literature (Poetry).
Optional in the classical Course. Courses 5-7 prerequisite.
9. Aristophanes, Clouds or Frogs; Menander. The Greek
Drama and Theatre. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses
5-8 prerequisite. Alternate years.
10. Selections from the Lyric P oets or L ucian. Greek
music metres. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 5-8
prerequisite. Alternate years.
11. Homer in E nglish. The entire Iliad and Odyssey, with
lectures on Homeric Life and the Homeric Question. No
knowlc-dge of Greek required. Alternate years. Elective for
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.
12. Greek Drama in English. No knowledge of Greek required. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years.
13. H istory of Art. The :\finor Arts, Painting and Modern
Sculpture. Elective for Juniors and Seniors in all courses.
Alternate years. Offered in 1925-26
14. History of Art. Architecture and Ancient Sculpture.
Second semester. Elective as 13. Offered in 1925-26.
Odd numtrals indic.ote first atmtst<r; even numtrals second semester.
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LATIN
PROFESSOR :\JANNING

1. Livy. Review of Grammar. Optional for Freshmen.
2. Terence, Ovid. Grammar. Prose composition. Optiona l
for Freshmen.
3. Pliny the Younger. Reading at sight. Optional for
Sophomores. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite.
4. Horace. Se lections from the Odes, Satires and Epistles.
Study of the poet's life and time~. Optional for Sophomores.
Courses 1-3 prerequisite.
S. Tacitus. Selections from the Histories or Annals. Reading at sight. Study of the first century of the Empire-. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate
years. Offered in 1922-23.
6. Juvenal and Martial. Study of Roman Private Life.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisi te.
Alternate years.
7. Plautus and T erence. Reading at sight Study of the
his tory of th e Roman Drama. Elective for Junior~ and Seniors.
Courses 1-4 prerequisite. .\ltcrnate year::..
8. Cicero, Letters. Study of the author's life and times.
Elective for Juniors and Senior~. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.
Alte-rnate years.
9, 10. Elementary Latin. Grammar Caesar, Book I. Both
seml'sters.
11, 12. Caesar, Cicero, Prose Composition. Both semesters.
Latin 9, 10, prerequisite.
13, 14. Virgil, Aeneid, Books I-VI. Both SC'mesters.
Courses 9-12, prerequisite.

ROMANCE LANGUAGES
A. FRENCH
PRot L. !'OR \V \TLJ111ouse
P11orr.<soR \VF.ST
A SSISTANT PROFESSOR ASHFORD

1, 2.. Elementary French. Careful drill in pronunciation
and rudiment~ of grammar, including irregular verb· and the
elementary rule-s of syntax. Constant practice in writing French
All coursea three hours uni~ olbcrwiac •lated.
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and in simp le conversation, including dictation exercises. The
reading of from 350-400 pages of modern prose and poetry.
Profe ssor Vlest, Assistant Professor Ashford.
3, 4. Intermediate French. From 450-600 pages o f modern
authors are read in class and as outside work. By means of
trans lation, both ways, the liberal use of French in the classroom, this course should give the student ability to read French
prose and express himself in correct French within the limit s
of his vocabulary. Three hours a week. P rofessor Waterhouse.
7, 8. Survey of Nineteent h Century French. A general
survey of modern French literature. One novel, one play,
typical short stories, essays, and poems form the assigned reading. Open to studen ts who have bad two years of preparatory
school French. Professor 'Naterhouse.
9. Conversation. French Pronunciation; Dictations; poems
and prose memoriter; assigned topics, "causeries," and discussions. Two hours in the classroom with one hour of preparation, to count as one hour. Three hours a week. First seme-ster. Open to any student in French. Professor \Vaterhouse.
10. Advanced Convel"Sation. French 1-9 prerequisi te.
Three h ours. Professor \\'aterhouse.
11. French Prose of the XVIII Century. Se lections are
studied from Montesquieu, Voltaire, Roussea u. French 1-8 prerequ1s1te. Professor \Vaterhouse.
14. Fren ch Drama of the XIXth Century. Plays of Hugo,
de Musset, Scribe, Dumas fils, Augier, Lemaitre, Pailleron,
Brieux, Mirabe-au, Lavedan, Rostand, Hervieu, Bourget, will
illustrate the modern dramatic treatment of social questions.
Conducted in French. French 1-8 and 12 prerequi~ite. I92JJ 924. Professor WateThouse.
15, 16. The Drama of the XVII and XVIII Centuries.
Corneille is presented in Le Cid, Horace, Polycucte, le Menteur;
Racine in Andromaque, Britannicus, Athalie; ~fohere in Les
Precieuses Ridicules, Tartuffe, le Misanthrope, l'Avarc, le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, for the XVII period. Yolt~irc for the
XVIIIth Century will give the student traa-edy, wh!le ~eg?ard,
L esage, Pl.ron , Marivaux • Sedi.ine and Beaumarchais will 1llustratc French Comedy. French 1-11 prerequisite. Professor
Waterhouse.
Odd numt'rals indicatt first :M:mttlc.r.., t'TC.D numt.ral1 qccDJ

.M'.DK tu.
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B. ITALIAN
PROFESSOR WEST

1, 2. Elementary Italian. Grammar and Easy Reading.
French 1-4 or Spanish 1-2 prerequisite.
3, 4. Survey of XIXth Century Italian. A general survey
of modern Ita lian literature. Typical short stories, one novel,
one play, essays and poems form the assigned reading. Open
to students who have had Italian 1, 2.
5, 6. Inferno, Paradiso, and Purgatorio of Dante's Divine
Comedy. La Vita Nuova. Italian 1-4 prerequisite. 1925-26.

C. SPANISH
PROFESSOR MANNING
A SSISTANT PROFESSOR A S HFORD

1, 2. Elementary Spanish. Grammar, Easy Reading and
Composition. Hills and Ford, Firs t Spanish Course. It is
desirable that all who elect this course shall have had Latin
and, if possible, French. Assistant Profc-ssor Ashford.
3, 4. Intermediate Spanish. Review of grammar. Composition. Reading of modern Spanish prose amounting to 8001000 pages. Spanish 1-2 prerequisite. Assistant Professor Ashford.
5, 6. Spanish Literature of the Eighteenth and N ineteenth
Centuries. Spanish 1-4 prerequisite. Professor .Manning.
7, 8. Spanish Literature of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries. Cervantes; Lope de Vega, Caldero n. Spanish 1-6
prerequisite. Professor Manning.

D. COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
PROFESSOR W ATE.RHOUSE

1, 2. Rousseau and the Romantic revolt. A detailed study
of Rousseau's life and writings and the part that both played in
the overthrow of neo-classicism. Lectures, reading and reports.
French 1-8 and German 1-4 prerequisite. Three hours. 1924-25.
All courM!1 three hour$ unless otherwise 1ta1ed.

DEPARTMENTS OF
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3, 4. ~h~ Realis t ic novel in E urope. A com par a t ive study
of the rea listic nove l in France, Ger many, Russia and England .
Read in g of standa r d works by Balzac, Flaubert, Suderma nn ,
T o ls_t oy, T urgenieff, Dos toevsky, Coupcrus, Be nn e tt. Lectures,
reading an d repor ts. Th r ee hours a week. French 1-8 and
German 1-4 pr e requisite. 1925-26.

GERMAN
PROFESSOR WEST

1, 2. E lementary German. Pronunciation, essen t ials of
8:ramma r with constant drill in form s, simple p rose com positio n and practice in speaking German; easy German p r ose and
poe t ry selected from modern authors, with a t least one com plete
lo n ger sto ry .

3, 4. N ineteenth Century Prose and P o etry. Review o f
grammar and a systematic study o f syntax; more advanced prose
com position and pract ice in speaking German; r eading no t less
than 300 pages of modern German selected from standard
a u t h o rs.

5, 6. Studies in Eighteenth Century Literature. The life
and works of the great w r it ers of th e century will be studied,
with such consideration o f their times and contemporaries as
may be practicab le. Courses 1-t prerequisite.
7, 8. Studies in Nineteenth Century Literature. Subjt"<:ts
t reated as in 5, 6. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.
9 1 10. H istory of German L iterature. A s t udy of t he devclopmen t of German Literature and reading of selections from
r e presentative autho rs of the most impor tant periods. Hm tsch~I.
H ey and Lyon. Handbuch zur Ein~iihrung in die dcutsche . 1:1tteratur tog e th er with collatera l readmg. Cour cs 1-t prerequr 1te.
11, 12. S cien tific German. ~faterial . select~d from the
·
sci'ence s The obje'Ct of the course rs to give the tudent
var rous
·
.
cour•es
· t eading knowlcdgt' of technical German.
a pracuca
r
1-4 prerequisite
re given each yor. Of courses 5-1.?. one or
.
f
C ours es I • 4 a
·11 b given each year, as determined by the number o
more w1
e
studen t s ele-cting the work .
Odd n u mt rals iodicat< 6 rft •emu1cr •· e-ot.o nu111cral1 occond

er.
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CHEMISTRY
PRonssoR
.\sstsTANT

Coo1..111Gi:;

PRorESSOR LoRo

1, 2. General Chemistry. The subject is developed in the
light of modern theories by lectures illustrated with experiments. The first semester's work in the laboratory consis ts
of experiments illustrating the general principles of chemistry.
Qualitative analysis comprises the work of the second semester.
Four hour~. Prerequisite, High School Physics or Chemistry.
3, 4. Quantitative Analysis. \ olumetnc, gravimetric and
electrolytic analysis. Lecture~. problems and laboratory work.
Emphasis is placed on the applications of chemical equilibrium
in analysi,. Four hours. Prerequi ·ite, Course 1, 2.

5, 6. Organic Chemistry. An introduction to the chemistry of the compounds of carbon. General theory of organic
chemi~try and the preparation of typical organic compounds.
This cour,e a lso includes the study of certain topics of physical
chemist ry s_uch as the: properties of solids and liquids, index of
refraction, polarized light and the vapor pressure of volatile
liquids. Four hours. Prerequisite, Course J, 4.
7, 8. Physical Chemistry. A critical study of the more
fundamental topics of phy<ical chemistry. Lectures, labora·
tory work and problem . Four hours. Prerequisite, Course
.1, 4 and Phy<ics 1, 2.
9, 10. Advanced Quantitative Analysi1>. This course is arranged to meet the needs of the- individual student and the work
done may be •elected from the following topics: electro-analysis,
"::atcr, gas and fuel, food, agricultural, ste-el or organic analysis.
Four or more hour' Seniors.
11. Industrial Chemistry. Fundamental chemica l and
tnet~llur~ical indu~tri ~ "'ill be considered from the energy.
cngmc:crmg and economic •tandpoint. Open only to Juniors
~nd Seniors•. Lecture~. collateral readmg and reports. Credit
ours according to a••ignment.

~11 cour..,a lbte~ houu uni•
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BIOLOGY
PROtES~OR VVALTON

The courses in this department are not only de-signed for the
g eneral s t udent, but also furnish specia l training for students
w ho expect t o study medicine.
1, 2. General B iology. This is inte11ded as an introduction
lo subsequent courses as well as for the purpose of presenting
a g enera l survey of the subject to those studc-nts wishing to
ta ke only one year of Biology. It consists of lectures, recitations and laboratory work on selected types of organisms and
o n various phasc-s of animal and plant life of a special nature.
T opics s uch as the origin and manifestations of life, the cell
and the cell theory, the individual, herc-dity, variation, ,elect ion, gene t ics and especially mendelian phenomena, are care·
fu lly considerc-d in the lectures. During the latter part of the
course the field of applied biology is reviewed, principles of
san itation, hygiene and preventive medicine being given particular emphasis.
The work is supplemented by occasiona l field excursions.
Two laboratory periods of two hours each and one- hour lecture
a week.
3, 4. Compara tive Anatomy of the Vertebrates. Lecture~.
recitations and laboratory work on vertebrates from Ampbioxus
to Man, with particular attention to comparisons of the skeletal
system, the nervous system, the circulatory system, etc. Te."<t·
book, Pratt, Vertebrate Zoology. Four hours' laboratory and
o ne hour lecture a week Elective for Sophomores, Juniors and
Seniors. Courses 1-2 prerequisite.

5 6. H isto logy a nd M icrotecbn ique. This course i arrang:d primarily for students intending to entc-r medical school.
Permanent preparations are made of organs and ti~sues which
have been previously dissected. fixed and placed in alcohol or
imbedded in paraffine. Particular attention is paid to the func tions of the various groups of cells. The theory of the microscope and methods in microtechniq~e .sectioning. staining, etc.,
are carefully considered at the begmnmg of the course. Four
hours' laboratory and one hour lecture a week. Elective for
Sophomores, Juniors a nd Senior
Courses 1-2 prerequisite.
Odd numerals indicate lir•I

<01

ter; even numerals 11ttood smiett<r.
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7, 8. Embryology. Lectures, recitations and laboratory
work based on a general study of the development of animals
from the formation of the egg to the attainment of growth in
the: adult. Particular attention 1s given to cytology during the
ea rly part of the course. A series of in toto preparations and
tran sverse sections from the early stages of the chick are made
by each stude-nt to be used in subsequent s tudy. Textbook:
McMurrich or Heisler. Reference books: Minot, Hertwig, Roule,
etc. Four hours' laboratory, one hour lecture a week. Elective:
for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-6 prerequisite. Alternate
years.
9, 10. Neurology. A comparative: study of the growth and
structure of the nervous system in the different groups of animal s, with particular attention to the morphology of the central
nervous system of the vertebrates. Four hours' laborato ry, one
hour lecture a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses
1-6 prerequisite. \lternatc- years

11,12. Advanced Biology. Special laboratory work arranged with reference to the individual needs of students wishing to devote: a maximum amount of time to the study of
Riology. Cour~es 1-2 prerequisitr.

PHYSICS
PROFESSOR } OH NSON
ASSIST\NT

PROFESSOR LoRD

A. Elementary Physics. A first course in general physics
combining a review of high school physics with a lecture and
laboratory course designed to bridge the gap between the ordinary high ~chool course and General College Physics, 1 and 2.
Th is course should be of interest to the average s tudent who
ma~ not be ~pc-cializing in science, for it is descriptive and experimental rather than mathematical It may also be taken to
ati sfy the entrance. require1?'cnts for Physics 1 and 2. No pre\IOU~ \\Ork m ph_ys1cs nor m mathematics beyond algebra and
scometry 1s. rrq111red. For those who have not presented h igh
school rh>:s1cs fnr entrance to college, the work will be some',. hat mod1fie<l Three cla~s hours and one laboratory period
each week. Four hour ' credit. Second semc-ster only.
All cour1U lbr<e boars unlu1 "lhtr\\lte •l•t•d
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1, 2. General Physics. A course in college physics following Physics A, and entering more into the theory of physical
phenomena and the relation between theo ry and experiment
than is possible in the elementary course. The accompanying
la boratory work is purely quantitative. Three experimental
lec tures a week and at least fifty hours of laboratory work each
semester. Open to all students who have had high school
physics or Physics A and who have had or are taking Mathematics 1 and 2. Prerequisite for medicine, engineering and
other t echnical courses. Four hours' credit.
Note. Of the courses listed below, only a part are offere-d
each year, as indicated by the accompanying dates. They
are also so arranged that the advanced laboratory and
theoreti cal courses may be taken in conjunction advantageously, in which case six hours' credit will be given,
e. g., as follows:
Course 3 with course 7
Course 5 with course ll
Course 4 with course 10
Course 6 with course 12
Courses 3, 4, 5 and 6 are primarily laboratory courses. Each
consists of thre-e laboratory periods a week, of at least two
hours each. Occasionally a lecture may be substituted for one
of these periods. Prerequisites: Physics 1 and 2, and Mathematics 1 and 2.
All students planning to study medicine or engineering
should elect at least one of these three hour laboratory courses
m addition to General Physics 1 and 2.
3.

Experimental Mechanics.

1924-25.

4. Heat. A laboratory study of heat effects, changes in
volume, thermometry, calorimetry, transfer of heat-energy, the
mechanical equivalent of heat, etc. 1924-25.

5. Sound and Light. An experimental study of vibrating
bodies and wave motion in various media, reftection, refraction,
dispersion, color sensation, and polarization. 1925-26.
6. Electrical Measurements. Fundamental electrical units,
measurements of resistance, current, electro-motive force, quantity, capacity, se lf- and mutual-induction. 1925-26.
Odd numerals indicate fir~t se:me:stcr; t:Yto nunxrals SttOoJ ttmf's:tr.
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Note. Courses 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 are lecture and problem
courses with collateral reading. Open to those who have
had Physics 1 and 2, and who have had or are taking
Mathematics 3 and 4.
7, 8. Theoretical Mechanics. An elementary course in
analytical me:chanics. 1924-25.
9. Photometrical Measurements. A laboratory study of
light sources and their use in illumination. Photometric tests
of commercial lighting units, including gas lamps, and direct
and alternating current arc and incandescent lamps.
10. Theory of Heat. An analytical study of heat sources,
heat transferences, methods of heat measurement, the Kinetic
theory of Gases, and the thermodynamics of he:at engines.
1924-25.
11. Theory of Light. A study of the underlying principles
of Geometrical and Physical Optics. 1925-26.
12. Theory of Electricity and Magnetism.. Electrostatics,
electric circuit calculations and the theory of electrical measuring instruments. 1925-26.
13, 14. Dynamo-Electric Machinery. Direct and alternating current, in theory and practice. A pre-engineering course.
Two lectures and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisite:
Physics 6 or 12.
15. The Rise of Physical Science. A course of lectures
on the leading natural philosophers and physicists and their
work down to the Seventeenth Century. Supplemented with
reports on collateral reading. Open to those who have had
Physics l and 2.
16. History of Modem Physics. From the beginning of
the Seventeenth Century down to the present time.
17. Electron Theory. An advanced course on electrolytic conduction, conduction of electricity through gases, and
radioactivity. Structure of the atom. Recent theories. Lecture~ and reports on collateral reading. Prerequisite; Elementary Calculus
18 or .19._ Radio Communication. Lectures on the theory
of transm1ttm..: and receiving circuit~. As laboratory work,
each member of the class will build at least one standard
receiving et.
All cour~ thre• houu unl•u othc,.....;~ stated.
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GEOLOGY
Ass1sTANT PROFESSOR LORD

1. General Geology. A study of the present earth topography with physical forces that cause changes thereon and of
the structure of the earth's crust and the more important rock
and minerals of which it is composed. ~rere-quisite Chemistry
I, 2 or Physics 1, 2. Open to Juniors and Seniors.

2. Economic Geology. A study of the origin and geological mode of occurrence of economic mineral deposits, metallic, and non-me tallic with consideration of their political and
commercial significance. Prerequisite course I. Three credit
hours. Open to Juniors and Seniors.

MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL E NGINE ERING
PROFESSOR ALLEN

Assr~TANT PROFESSOR DENSTON

1, 2. Elementary Mathematical Analysis. This course covering the plotting and discussion of simple functions, plane
trigonometry, elementary analytic geometry and calculus, is
required of all Freshmen.
3, 4. Calculus. Text, The Calculus, Davis. Courses 1 and
2 prerequisite.
S, 6. Calculus and Differential Equations, Analytic Geometry. This course is designed for students of Engineering
Given 1924-25.
7, 8. Modem Geometry. Texts, Cremona and Reye, supplem ented by lectures. Offered 1925-26.
10. Descriptive Astronomy. Alternate years. Given
1924-25.
11, 12. Plane Surveying. Text, Raymond . Also Topographic and Railroad Surveying. Offered 1925-26.
13. Field Work in Surveying. Courses 11 and 12 continued
and applied to concrete problems. Three hundred hours of
office and field work given in the six weeks following Commencement.
Odd numrrals indicate 6r<t Kmcstcr; even numerals attond scmestu.
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15, 16. D escriptive Geometry, and Drawing. Text, Descriptive Geomet ry, with Shades and shadows and persptttive,
Church. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite. Offered 1926-27.
17, 18. Elem entary M echanical Drawing. Seven and o ne-half hours a week (3 hours' credit). Offered 1926-27.
19, 20. Statist ical Mathema tics. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite. Given 1924-25.
21, 22. M athematics of Investment. Courses 1 a nd 2 prerequisite. Offered 1925-26.
23, 24. H istory of Mathematics. Lectures and collat era l
reading. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite. Offered 1925-26.
ZS. Analytic Geometry. Given 1924-25.
HISTORY
PROFESSOR CAHALL

1, 2. Mediaeval and Modem European H istory. The period
of history covered extends from the Decline o f the Roman
Empire and the Great Migrations to the anteceden ts of the
French Revolution. In addition to the usual emphasis upon
religious, political and industrial institutions, much attention is
given to the Renaissance and the Reformation. The course is
conducted by means of lectures, recitations, essays, maps, pictures, etc. E lective for Freshmen, Sophomores and Jun io rs.
3. The French R evolution and N apoleon. A lecture course
on the antecedents and course of the French Revolu tion and
its effects upon Europe, the rise of Napo leon, the military h istory of the time and the Treaty of Vienna. A continuation
course for students of History 2. Open to Sophomores, J uniors
and Seniors.
4. Europe Since 1815. Lecture and recitation course o n
the sigmficant political, industrial and cultural movements of
the Nineteenth Century, the setting of the \Vorld \Var, its chief
features and the outcome. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors,
and Semors.
5, 6. English L egal and Constitutional History. T his
course 1s designed to furnish the background required by m ost
reputable law schools. Primarily a lecture course but w ith
All co11rl4's three bou.-. unless otherwise 1tated.
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reports on co llateral reading and with recitations by t he s tudents from the text, Adams, English Con ~ titutional History.
7, 8. American Politica l H istory. The period covered extends from the middle of the Eighteenth Century to the end of
Reconstruction in 1876. Outside reading and the private investigation of assigned subjects form a large part of the course.
MacDonald's collection of documents i~ used extensively. Required of Juniors. President Peirce.
9, 10. Intellectual History of Europe. An historica l sur·
vey of thought and opinion from remote times to the present.
Much attention is given to the hi storical se tting of such thinkers
as Plato, Aristotle, St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, Dante,
Petrarch, Montaigne, and others. Lectures, report~. and special
studies. Alternate years. Offered in 1924-25.
11. The Age of the Renaissance. This coun;e deals with
the intellectual, artistic, social, and political aspects of the 14th
and 15th centuries. It points out the rise of various modern
forces such as individualism and nationalism. The lectures are
supplemented by specia l studies from the literature of the time~.
Oliered in 1925-26.
12. The Period of the Reformation. This course attempts
a survey of the complicated conditions, which made secession
from the Papal :Monarchy possible; a~ well a of the- religious
and social reform movement preceding Luther. It follows the
course of the successful re,·olt and the subsequent \\'ars of
Religion. Lectures, quizzes. and report- from the ~ources .
Offered in 1925-26.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PRoFt:5so11.

c~" \LI

American Govemment. A study of the national gov·
ernment and of sufficient political theory and const1tutiooal law
to understand it. Lecture~. recitations and report on text work
and collatera l reading. Offere i each >rar.
z State and Municipal Government. A ~tudy oi our State
gove;nments with special .. rtenuon to that of Ohio; likewise, of
the- various types of city government, and of the problems of
city administration. Lcctur<'s. r<'citation•. and quiue'< Offered
each year.
1.

Odd numerals ;ndtral~ 6rtt ·~muter; ncn ni:merab U«>od xmester.
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3, 4. T he Government and Politics of Europe. ThC' co urse
aims to show the historical background of the existing governments or Europe, to examine their political principles and observe their actual opeTation Lectures, r ecitations, and reports
upon current European problems. E lective for Sophomores,
Juniors and Seniors.
S. American Constitutio na l L a w. The text and case method
is used. All the trading cas( s are analyzed by the student and
are commented upon by the instructor. Text: Rnnlick, Law
or the American Constitution. Offered 11)25

6. International L aw. A ~tud} of the origin and growth
of the law of nations. of the movemrnb for pracr. and of the
effects or the Great \Var upon international law. Political
Science I o r the equivalent prerequisite.
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
E conom ics
PROl l'S!'OR GRF• N
ASSISTANT

PROF£SCOR \\'ALTER

1, 2. Principles of E conomics. \n introdnctory course m
the fundamen tal principles or the •ciencc A preparation fo r an
intelligen t attitude toward economic problems. Recitations.
l ectu re~, di•cussions. Elective for Sopho·nore-s, Juniors and
Seniors. T his course must he taken as a whole in order to
receive credit in either part. Profe~sor Green.
3. Money and Bankinr. The theory of money and credit.
The monetary sy•tems or the world; the precent banking system s o r the United States and other countrie• and international
exchange. Text book and collateral reading, thC' preparation
o f an essay embodying the result' of an intensive <;tudy of some
relevant problem. P rerequisite' Col•rses I and 2. Electi\'e for
J uniors and Sen iors. Profe~~or Green.
4. Labor Conditions. A study oi industrial relations. Thi-.
course mtludcs a treatment of immigration, unemployment,
theory of wage>, trade unionism. and socialicm. Prerequisite
Cours es I a nd 2 El f
f J ·
.
Green.
·
ec ive or u111ors and Senior,. Professor
All couracs

lhrt~

hours

uni~"

o1hrr..-i1c a11ttd.
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S. Combinations a nd Priva te F inance. A survey of the
lega l, financial and social problems arising from modern industrial organization. Methods of promoting and financing corporat ions are discusse-d as well as the prob lems of monopo ly.
P rerequisite Courses I and 2. Elect ive for Juniors and Seniors.
Professor Walter.
6. Public F inance. A study of the rise of the science of
finance and a critical analysis of the- theory and practice underlying our system of taxation and the management of pub lic
revenue and expenditure. Prerequisite Courses I and 2. Elective for Juniors and Srniors. Professor \Valter.
IS. E conomic Survey. An introductory descriptive and
analytic study of our organized economic life. Designed especially for Freshmen as a preparation for Courses l and 2. Professor Walter.
16. American Econ omic H ist o ry. A study of the origins
and growth of our Economic life: the leading features of our
industrial and agricultural development; the trend of our domestic and foreign trade, transportation and finance; the far-reaching effe-cts of the growth of capital. Open to all classes. Professor \Valter.

Elementary and Commercial Law
] l10G& MARVIN

7, 8. Instruction in this course is given by the use of t he
text-book, illustrative cases, clas~ discussion and lectures, and
includes elementary principles of law in general; contracts, with
the rights and duties growing out of the several kinds of contracts, especial attention being given to bills of exchange, promissory notes and all negotiable instruments; agency, partnerships, corporations, bailments, common carrier~. guaranty and
suretyships, landlord and tenant, leases, sale of both per•onal
and real property, wills and the administration of e tates. Theinstructor has had long experience in the Cou~t,, having been
on the bench in Ohio a quarter of a century, e1ghtc-cn years of
which time he wa~ a Judge of the Appellate Court.
The course is of value to thoo;e who are to engage- in busin t"SS of any sort, as well as to those ~ho contemp~ate the study
of law as a profe .. ion. Open t o Juniors and Seniors.
-~umcrals ;0 ,lic-atr lint st.mrster:

tYf'n

numtra1 111 ~tc0od itl'ae:ster.
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Business
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR \V ALTDl
9. Business Organization. A study of modern business
management from the point of view of commercial a nd socia l
efficiency. The course takes up such questions as the locatio n,
planning a nd lay-out of indus tria l establis hments; scie ntific
management as applied to rurchase, sale, employment, and
factory management in general, the principles of office organization, sales and credit organi7.ation, wage systems and welfa re
work. Open to all classes.
10. Marketing, Salesmanship, Co rrespondence and A dvertising. The principles of scientific efficiency ascertained in
Course 9 are applied to specific problems in marketing. T he
p::.ychology of salesmanship, the princip les of effect ive letter
writing and advertising are studied with reference to busi ness
success and social welfare. Prerequisite Course 9. Open to
all classes.
18. Principles of A ccounting. While technical in method
this course aims at the interpretation of accounts rather than
at the training of accountants. Training is given in the fund amental principles of bookkeeping including the intCTpretatio n
of balance sheets and operating statements. Open to all classes.
19. Accounting. A continuation of course 18 which is prerequisi te.

Sociolo(Y
PROf£.<;~OR G!lEEN

11, 12. Introduction to the Study of Society. The subjects
discu 'cd m this course mclude the nature of social life, social
evolution, ocial aspects of the family, problems o f the city, the
rural community, poverty and crime; social regulation o f the
distribu t ion of wealth; the law, religion and public opinion as
mean~ of ~ocial control. Prerequisite courses 1 and 2.
14. Philanthropy. Studies in the nature, origin and re lief
of dependen t, defective and delinquent classes. This course m ay
serve as a n introduction to ~cientific training for socia l wo rk,
but is designed rather as such a survey of social pathology as is
needed by a public- pirited citizen for guidance m his r elation s
to t~e.unfortunate and the agencie fo r social betterment. Prerequ1s11c cour cs I and 2
,\JI CC>un., lbree bouu unleu otherwi t s1a1td.
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MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY
PRESIDENT PEIRCE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR RIGG

A. PHILOSOPHY
1. Logic. The course covers the usual work in deductive
and inductive Logic. The operations of deductive Logic are
illustra ted by means of the Singer-Smith symbolism. Open to
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors.
2. Ethics. An introductory survey of moral judgments.
Open to Sophomores, Jun iors, and Seniors.
3, 4. H istory of Philosophy. The ancient and mediaeval
periods are covered in the first semester, and the modern period
in the second. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors.
5. Aesthetics. The course will present a survey of the
principal theories of the beautiful as delineated in the five major
line arts. The viewpoin t of the course will be philosophical
rather than technjcal. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seruors.
6. Philosophy of R eligion. An examination into the bases
of religion together with some account of the principal religions
of the world. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors.
7. Plato. An intensive study of Pl:tto ba~ed on the reading
of the Dialogues in English translation. Open to Juniors and
Seniors.
8. Contemporary Systems. Idealism , Pragmatism, "NcoRealism, and the philosophy of Bergson. Open to Juniors, and
Seniors.

B. PSYCHOLOGY
1, 2. General Psychology. An introductory cour e covering the entire field. A considerable amount of laboratory w~rk
will be required. Students intending to apply for a state certificate should take this course in their Sophomore: year. Open to
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors.
3. Social P sychology. A study of Psychological principles
as they affect group life. Some applications of P•ychology will
also be considered. Prerequisite, Psychology I , 2. Open to
Juniors and Seniors.
Odd numtraJ~ mdicate hrtt S<mt' ter;

tYl'D

numtr•l
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4. Comparative P sy chology. A comparative study of men
and anima ls with regard to thei r ins tincts, their ability to learn,
and their power to reason. Prerequisite, Psycho logy 1,2. Open
to Ju niors and Seniors.

C. EDUCATION
1. History of Education. A study of t he chief educational
systems of t he world with e!lpecial emphasis on the devefopment of the last century. Open to Juniors and Seniors.

2. Principles of Teaching. A study of the purposes and
pr oblems of t he- educative process. Prerequisite, Psychology
1, 2. Open to J uniors and Seniors.
3, 4. Method. This course 1s divided into three periods of
t welve weeks each. Durmg the first period the work will be
Educationa l Psychology. During the second period the course
will be one in Special Method~ dealing with the teaching o f high
school subjects. The la!lt portion of the year will be given to
the study of School Administration and Management. Prerequisite, Psychology 1, 2. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
S. Measurements. A study of intelligence te t!l, educational test!l, and character tests. Con!lidcration will be given to
t he applicat ion of the results to the treatment of subnormal
chi ldren, to general school administration, and to vocational
guidance. P rerequisite, P ychology 1, 2. Open to Juniors and
Seniors

6. Observation of Teaching and Practice Teaching. The
work will consist of visit to secondary school cla ses and of
actual teaching of such cla ~ell. There will be also conferences
and reports Since the work is individual, it may be begun
durina the first semester. Educ;i t ion 3, 4 is a prereqms1te, or
mus t be carried simultaneously. Open to Junior and Seniors.
11. The Teaching of English in Secondary Schools. A two
hou r cour~c for prospective teachers. Op• n to Juniors and
Seniors. Professor Reeve~.
An coun~ tbrtt houu unlrs• oth•r•1sr otat~<I.
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_Note. T he Ohio statutes re-quire candi dates for high schoo l
cert ificat es to present 24 semester hours of professional training
as fo llows:
Psycho logy 3 h ou rs.
Educational Psycho logy 2
H is t ory of Education J hours.
hours.
P rincip les of Teaching 3 hours.
Spe"l:ial Methods 2 hours.
Obser vation of Teaching and
School Administration and
Pract ice Teaching J hours.
Management 2 hours.
The ranaining 6 hours may be selected from Psychology 2,
Economics 6, Philosophy 2, one three-hour course in Socio logy; and any additional courses in Education.
The candidate must also have a major of 18 hours and a
minor of 10 hours. These majors and min ors presuppose high
school work in the subjects selected, which in English must be
three years' work, in Latin, 4; in other languages, 2 ; in social
science, 1; in mathematics, 2; in physical science, J.
The candidate must be the- holder of a degree.

R E LIGION AND THE BIBLE
C. GRAxr, of Bexley Hall
Plion:s~oR OR\'ILL& E. \VAr:;o:-;, of Bexley Hall
1. T h e History of the Hebrews from the Exoduq to th e
Revolution of Jehu. The text-book used, in addition to the
Bible itself, is "The- History of the Hebrew Commonwealth,"
by Bailey and Kent. The aim of the course is real iza tion of
what the Bible actually is: a great literature which is the record
of the devdopment not only of religious ideal~. but al~o of
social ideals producing the fir~t democratic state known to
history. The text-book is supplemented by lectures illu•trating
the narrative with geographical and archeological detail•, noting
the circumstances out of which the various book~ of the Bible
grew and considering the problems that arose from the reaction ~f the Hebrew geniu~ to their difficult environment. One
hour a week. Required of Sophomore-. Professor \\'atson.
z. The H istory of t he Hebre- from the Revolution of
] ehu to the Destruction of Jcru•ale-m by the ~omans. The
matter and method of the first semes!er are contmued through
ne hour a week. Required of Sophomorel'. Prot IJe secon d · O
fes 5 or \Vatson.
DEAN FREDl'.RICK
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3, 4. The Beginnings of Christianity. Following a study
of the background of Graeco-Roma n civilization, especially in
its religious and moral aspects, the course surveys the- origin
and development of primitive Christ ia nity as a fa ctor in worldhistory. Considerable attention will be paid to the literature
of the early Church and of contempo rary religions. The leading
question will be: What is Christianity, essentially, and what
is its permanent significance? Discussion of this and related
problems will be encouraged. Three hours a wee-k. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. Given in 1924-25. Dean Grant.
S, 6. The Continuity of Christian T hought. Continues the
survey of Christianity begun in Bible 3-4; th ough not a history
of the Church or of e-cclesiastical doctrine, the course aims to
present the major developments in Christian thought through
the centuries. Attention will be paid to contemporary science,
philosophy, and letters, and the- s tudent will be familiarized with
the chief works by St. Augustine, Aquinas, Dante, the Reformers, and modern Christian thinkers. Three hours a week. Given
in 1925-26. Dean Grant.

PHYSICAL T RAI NING
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR \VtPER

The- required gymnasium work for Sophomores and Freshmen emphasizes direc ted indoor a thletics. Basketball, indoor
baseball, volley ball and other games are for th e most part
substituted for squad exercises and forma l apparatus work.
Any man not physically able: to participate in these competitive
~port~ is given special work to help correct his disability. In
the spring, when weather permits, outdoor athletics are substituted.
This work is required of a ll Sophomores and Freshmen
twice a week from December to May and is also open to any
Junior or Senior who elects it.

LECTURES T O FRESH ME N
During the first two or three months in the college year
\\cckly lectures arc given to new s tuden ts by the President of
the College.. The main problems of College life and work are
discus~cd with an exposition of th e: rules of th e College relating
to student~. Five or six lectures on the history of Kenyon
College terminate the course.
All courMs lhr<< hour-

unle<~ otherod"«' staled.
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Registration
By action of the Board of Trustees the number of students
regularly in residence is limited to approximately 250. Candidates for admission will find it to their interest to make preliminary application as early as possible. The proper blanks
for thi s purpose can be secured from the President's office.
Before assignment to classes is made new students pay an
entrance or registration fee of $5.00. Returning students who
have failed to register their choice of studies before the close
of the preceding year pay for late registration a fee of $2.00.
Matriculation
Each s tudent on entering College is assigned to a member
o f the Faculty who acts as his special adviser in all matttts pertaining to his College work and ltfe.
A s tudent is admitted to matriculation when he bas sustained a satisfactory probation, as described on page 35.
~1atriculation gives accredited membership in the Institution,
ent itles the student to an honorable dismissal and i~ es~ential
to his obtaining a degree. The public exercise of matriculation
occurs shortly afttt the Thanksgiving recess. Hach student
then signs the following obligation:
\Ve, the subscribers, undergraduates of Kenyon College,
being now admitted to the rite of matriculat on, do promi,e,
each for himself:
I. That we will faithfully ob•crve and obey the taus
and regulations of the College, and all authoritall\-C acts of
the President and Faculty, so long a~ we are connected with
the College; and as far as may be in our po\\ er, on all occa·
sions we will give the influence of our good example and
precept to induce others in hke circumstance to do the
same.
2. As faithful ~ons of Kenyon College, v. e "'111 render
to her as our Alma Mater, a t all times and on all occa. ions,
due honor and re\'erence, st ridng to promote her welfare
by a ll proper mean•, and abstaining careful!>: from all thmgs
that may tend to impair her influence or l1m1t her usefulnes~ as a seminary of learnmg.
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Baccalaureate Degrees
The degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bache-lor of Phi losophy
and Bachelor of Science are conferred upon the comp leti• n of
the classical philosophical, and scientific courses respectively.
Honors
The annual catalogue prints (p. 84) a list of the students
who have won honors in scholars hip during the preceding year.
Final Honors at graduation arc conferred in the order of
rank upon students whose average grade for the entire course
is l ,Vz or higher. The names of honor men are- announced at
the Commencement exercises and arc printed in the annual
catalogue.
Students are grade-d in all subjects on the scale of 5, 1
standing for the highest rank or excellent work. A grade
of 3 is required for passing. \Vhen the average of all marks
for the college course yields a result of l,Vz or less, graduation honors are awarded.
The Phi Beta Kappa Society
At ninety-nine American colleges and universities chapters
of the Phi Beta Kappa Society arc at present established. The
society was organized to encourage and to recognize excellence
111 scholarship, and high standing is an essential condition for
admission. The fratcrnity established the Beta Chapte r of Ohio
at Kenyon College in 1858. Undergraduates may be elected at
the end of the Junior and of the Senior year.
The Degree of Master of Arts
Graduates of Ke-nyon College, or of some other institution
of equal standing, pursuing non-tec'hnical or non-professional
courses in any accredited institution of learning, may be admitted a:> candidates for the degree of Master of Arts by vote of
the College Faculty. Each candidate is assigned to the oversight of some member of the College or Seminary Faculty, as
the director and judge of his work. The work consists of courses
of ir:aduate study closely related to the work comprised in the
curnculum of Kenyon College and equivalent in amount to the
;tudies of a full college year of fifteen hours per week, and also
mclude< the completion and presentation of a thesis embodying
the results of this work. This thesis must be presented not
~ater
than May 15, and must be approved by the Director and
0
"'
other member!! of the Faculty.
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The fee charged for the Master's degree is $25.00, of
which $20.00 must be paid on admission as candidate and
$5.00 accompanying transmission of the thesis.
This degree may be also conferred lzonoris causa upon
men of good attainments in literature-, science, history or
philosophy, who submit theses or essays or published works
indicative of such attainments.
Further, this degree may be conferred on graduates of
Bexley Hall who are graduates of Kenyon College or of
some other institution of equal ~landing, who fulfill the
requirements regarding the thesis as stated above and
accompany the transmission of the same with the payment
of the fee of $5.00.
Hoods
The American intercollegiate system of academic costume
has been adopted. For the Bachelor's degree the hood is black
in color and not exceeding three feet in length. It is of the same
material as the gown and lined with mauve silk, the College
color. The binding or edging, not more than six inches in
width, is distinctive of the faculty to which the degree pertains,
as follows: Arts, white; Theology, scarlet; Law, purple; Philosophy, dark blue; Science, gold yellow. The hood for the
.M:aste-r's degree is the same shape as the bachelors but one foot
longer. The Doctor's hood is of the same length as the Master's, but has panels at the side.
Examinations
Final examinations are held at the end of each semester and
covCT the work of the half year.
Students are required to take final examinations in all
subjects. Any student absenting himself from such examinations is required to repeat the subject in class and is not
allowed to make it up by examiqation .
Since 1901 all exammations ha\·e been held under the Honor
system. A joint re~olution of faculty and - tudent e~tablishes
the principle that all examinations whcthCT original or conditional and all tests and written lc~,;ons shall be conducted in
accordance with the principle of the Honor system.
The Senior Council of nine members elected by the Kenyon
College Assembly is charged with the enforcement of the rules
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adopted by the Assembly for the conduct of examinations and
investigates any cases of suspected violation .
Each student on entrring Colkg1• signs the following Honor
Pledge which is binding at all examinationc;, tt'sts and written
lessons:
(Plcdgr.J In view of the introduction of the Honor
System of examinations I pledge myself to support that
system to the utmost of my ability, and not only myself to
act in accordance with what I conscientiously believe to be
its spirit, but also to encouragr others to do the same and
strongly to discountenance a11y violation of it.
Conditions
A student whose grade falls bt'low the passing standard of

J, and is expressed by the mark of 4, is given an 01>Portunity to
remove the condition by passing another examination. Failure
to pass this examination deprives th e student of crC'dit in the
subjrct.
This rxamination for the- removal of conditions is held
not later than the middle of the followinlf semester.
Religious Services
Morning prayers are said daily in the College church. The
Holy Communion is celebrated e-very Sunday at half-past seven
in the morning and also at half-past ten on the first Sunday of
the month. On Saints' Days the Holy Communion is celebrated
:.t a quarter past nine in the mornintr The choir is composed
of College: students.
Students arc- required to be present at Morning Prayers
nery day and at the Church services on Sunday morning
and the chief Holy Days.
Every ab. en cc from or t.1rdincss at Morning Prayers
gives one mark for absence, and every absence from or
tardiness at a Church •ervicc at which attrndance is required
give~ two marks. A •tudcnt is allowed thirty-five marh a
semester, of which not more than 12 arc appiicable to Sunday absence, and is suspended for the r~mainder of the
semester if he exceeds that number. No application for
excuse on any !lfOund whatever is received from the student.
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D iscipline
Regularity 111 the performance o f a ll College duties 1s in~isted upon, and any student who persistently ne-glects his work
is required to leave College.
The Faculty reserves the right to suspend or remove any
student whenever it believes that t he intere-st of the College
require such action.
Since 1905 a committee of Seniors elC'Cted by the student
body ha~ a•sumed the responsibility of mamtaining discipline in
the College dormitorie~ . By tht- presen t constitution of the
Kenyon College Acsembly the Senior Council is charged with
the performance- of this duty. The Counci l therefore undertakes to preserve good order, to protect College property and to
enforce the rules of Tru tee~ and Faculty which strictly forbid
the keeping of intoxirating liquor on the College premi e~ .
The Senior Council holds frequent meetings and meets once a
month with the President of the College.
E xpenses
The neces ary expense of a tudcnt including table boaul.
laundry, book~ and all College fees amount a'I a rule to about
three hundred dollars for each serne•ter. ,\ ti~t of the College
fee< follows :
Tuition, per annum . ····- ···-· ···--·- - · ··· - $18000
Incidental fee, per annum .....- ...··--·· -- - - -10.00
Library and Reading Room, per annum ____ J.00
Gymna•ium fct', per annum .. ·-·
J.00
Room rCTit and heat, per annum ___ $50.00 to 10000
Electric light, per annum- ·· - - - - - 10.00 to 25.00
Diploma fee -··
5 00
For laboratory eour•es in the departments of chemistry,
physics and biology, a fee- of $5.00 a semester i charged.
Each student must keep on deposit with the Trea•urer
$5.00 as security for damage . Any balance 1s returned at
the close of the yar.
Upon registration at the beginning of the College year
all tudents make an advance payment of $50.00 toward
College r~ for the current cmester. This advance payment is al o re<1uired from student~ entering College at the
bcg11111ing of the second sem~ter.
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College dues are payable in two equal installments, one of
which is due near the beginning of each semester. The following rule of the Board of Trustees regulates the payment:
All students are required to pay their Colkge fees in
advance. Any student who~e bill shall uot have been paid
within two week'! after the date of its issue from the Treasurer'• office will be suspended from all College privileges
until payment has bern made. If the bill shall remain unpaid at the encl of the semrster. the suspension will become
final.
Dormitory Rooms
Old Kenyon, Hanna Hall and Leonard Hall, the College
dormitories, arc hanrlsome, convenient buildrngs, with the most
modern systems for heating and plumbing. The dormitory
charge for rent and hrnt varies from $1.50 to $3.00 a week. The
rooms are heated by steam and are finished in Flemish oak.
Furniture must be provided by the student. Applications for
!lormitory room~ should be addrcs~e-d to the Pre~ident's Office.
New studento; may establish a preferred claim to dormitory accommodations by making an advance deposit of
$15.00. To men making such depo~its available rooms will
be assigned in order The depo ·it will be refunded upon
application up to September I, and after that date will be
applied on the dormitory charges for the semester.
Sc-cond-hand furniture can often be bought to advantage
from student• who arc leaving College, or through the
Superintendent, John Parker, to whom inquiries for furniture should be addressed.
The College Commons
By the co-operation of Trustees and Alumni a College Commons was opened in 1912. Later gifts have enlarged and improved the wooden building temporarily used as a Common~.
The con•truction of a worthy and permanent building will be
undertaken in the near future. The Commons furni•hes excellent board at co t and providrs a rlcasant meeting place for all
the men in College.
\II student~ are required to pay a Cornmons fee of $35
a semcstCT. The price of board in addition to this fee is $5
a week, payable ~trictly in advance.
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By action of the Board of Trustees all students receiving scholarship concessions of any kind whatever are required to board al the Commons.
Student O rganizations
The literary societies, the Philomathesian, founded in 1827,
and the Nu Pi Kappa founded in 1832, are actively maintained.
Weekly meetings are held by both societies, and one or more
debates with other colleges arc arranged each year. Interest
is further stim111lated by the inter-society debates for the Stires
PrizC"5. By gifts from the Alumni, the society rooms in Ascension Hall are handsomely finished in carved oak, with beamed
and paneled ceilings and elaborate window and door casmgs.
The student publications are the Collegian, which appears
three times a month during the College year, and the Reveille,
published annually by the Junior class.
For the past few years an original musical comedy has been
prepared and presented annually by the College men . The work
has ban done without professional assistance or training. The
originality, good taste, cleverness and general eitcellence of the
work have attracted much favorable notice. During the Christmas recess the productions ha,·e been presented at a number of
town~ in Ohio and Michigan.
The management of all athletic, musical, dramatic and other
interests is vested in the Kenyon College A~sembly, the corporate organization of the- student body.
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
1924 - 1925 First Semester
Senior Claas
\\' II.I.IA){

\ \'\I I.AO: , \u:X ,\:"Ot:R,

JM ..

··---S !!S, Leonard

\c

Cincinnati

J onN GEORGY. B.\ Tr.~1.\s, Sc........·--········..··-·--·- - - ·...· ..··-·--·- Gambier
(;[Oll(;E. llr.Rc:rn n£NOl.KF.N, Cl.
- - · · - · - - - - -M 25, K t n) Dn
Omaha, N~br.
\ \'.\I.Tu Jlr.,.1\' BLOC11r.11, Sc ---··..·--- . ·-·····-W59. Kenyon
.i\las•illon
EuJ.\11 H&:·11~ Bao\\ l'i, Sc.
--······..- ·M 53, Kenyon
Paine \illc
Kr.NNtTu J \ CKSOS B 1.; RKllOU1ER, Pli _
~ M 25, Leonard
Buffalo, N. Y.
1JuN111.11 \'oN C.uit\', Pli.
_....~. 81, Lco~rd
Kenton
W11.1.1Al1 F11\\ARD Cu:s,., } 11., l'h
--- ~ 21, Leonard
St. Paul, l\linn.
Al.\IN CoRE\', Sr.
M 35, K t n)'on
Fostoria
F..r•w1i; ALBERT C01tN , Sr~
_______ N 1 , H anna
Eut Uvcrpool
s a • Leona rd
Josr.r11 FREDDIC DICNSON,
Frcmont
Tm:oDORE CRAIC l>ni;a, Ph
_____ E 22, Kenyon
Pitubur h, Penna.
E\'AN Gotuios E\'ANs, Sr•. _____
l:i, Leonard
Nornood
\ VILLIAM F..U.SWOl!Tll FINDEISE • l'lt.
Oshko h, \ \ k
Rt!sstu. E a · Fu ca~. l'h
- 25, Bexle1
•'cw York Oil)
StANI :v h:1u:1 n11 FL'"U.\\c , Cl.
M 27, Kmyon
W)more, Nebr.
11 ••1M llA\11 ND llou:, Cl.
M 33, Kenyon
Redford, Ind.

Ph·-------·-

----M
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Ronur JosEPu HoroR>:A, Sc ....___
Cleveland

-···-··-··M 35,

Leonard

HAROLD EDWARD IlrnE, Sc ·--..··---··--····-·······--···-S 21, Hanna
Cleveland
ALBERT GUSTA\'£ }OHN~ON , !'Ji ..•..•...__._ •.•. ···-· _______ :-: 21, Leonard
St. Paul, .\firm.
HUNTER KE.1.LE!-IBERr.1 R, Cl-····-_ _ _ _ .\f 2,, Kenyon
Newark

Sc. -·----·---···-··- _.S 1 , Leonard

Luc1ur BENSON LAYNE,

Ft. Thomas, Ky.
BURTON PAUL LEw1s, Sc.·--·----········-·-····-···-·~-·-···-~ 3 , Hanna
Sharon, Penna.
WENPO.L

C.<\L\' JN

Sc·-··----·-·----·······-·--·--·--··-

Lov1,

Fremont
CoNSTAXTll\E X. M. :\fESso1.0xc111n<:, Plt ..._____ M 11, Hanna
Zanesville
ROBEJIT Fui:ros MrLAR, S<- - - - - - - - - - - -E z. Kenyon
Akron
GR.\NT BEllS.\RD PEn:aoos, Ph
- · - - - - - 4, Hanna
Lo~ Ang, le•, Caltf.
\\',\LTF.ll

DoNAu1

J \.Mr.S R \ISIE,
Euci;." 11:

Cleveland
RrJo, l'h _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Kansa~ Cit). Mo.

Sc__

\\' 11.LI\ M HERllERT RusK,

L\\\li.SCE

-------~--·-- S 21, Hanna

Ph

.\Ian field
STRATTON Ru SELL, Pit.
Phrladclphia, Penna.

STER.LISC EDWARD R\"llAK, Ph

22, Bci1k.>

---·"° 29, Leonard

--------~~-Ml~. Leonard

Ea t Cle~ cla ml

E1w1N

J.u.n:

Sc1n110:,

S 19, Leonard

J•.
Cinonnall

D UDLEY S1n.1M;, l'h

Ocvcland
PAUi.

H.

SUTHERLAN[>,

Ph

_________ w Iii!, Kcn)-on

Vas ar, Mich.
RoaERT Louis Tur.BAUD, S<- - - - · - - - - - - -522. Hanna
Grand Rapids, ~heh
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REGINALD DouGLAS WELLS, Ph........................- ................... M. 24, Leonard
Akron
W ALTE.R 'KENNETH \VJLSON, S c............................................... M 53, Kenyon
Sharon, P enna.
Junior Class
}ORN HAv BEMIS, Cl..... .......................................................M 32, Kenyon
Cleveland
JACKSON EDWARD BETTS, Cl................................................... M 14, Leonard
F indlay
DANIEL McCov BRADDOCK, Cl ............... ..................... W 60, Kenyon
Little Rock, Ark.
}AMES CnAPMAN BRODER, Cl... ......................................... \V 59, Kenyon
Billings, Mont.
ALFRED ANTHON Y DECATO, S c...... .......................................... M27, Hanna
\Varren
~lYllON MITCHELL EGGLESTON, S c...... .................................... M 15, Kenyon
Mt Vernon
RICHARD GALE EVANS, S c. .................. - ...............................~136, Leonard
Cleveland
WILFRED GustA\"E FollEMA N, Cl............................................ M 25, Kenyon
Zanesville
WILLIAM S. FRONZIER, Sc....................................................... S 38, Leonard
Fremont
Jom; FREDERICK FURN1ss, Ph . ...........................................£ 21, Kenyon
Lancaster
DoN }AM£5 GA SSMAN, Cl............. .................................... :M 54, Kenyon
Findlay
HrRAM ]A MESON H1TCHCOCK, Cl... ....................................... S 39, Leonard
Washi ngton C. H .
STEPHEN GLADWIN H u Ns1cKER, Cl... ...................................... N 57, Hanna
Akron
ROBERT CUNNINGHAM HYDE, Cl.. .................. ........................... .S 1, Hanna
Sharon, Penna.
WmT:s&y \VEst lRoNs, Ph .....................- ............................... N 2, Leonard
Toronto
ROLAND GUSTAVE KNODEL, Sc................................................. M. 8, Kenyon
Saginaw, ~fich .
ELwooo PAnsoss LAWRENCE, Cl....................................... - ......... 51, Hanna
Detroit, Mich.
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RICHARD B1suor LYlllAN, Ph............................. -·····-·-···.. M 14, Kenyon
Tallmadge
LEIGH TAYLOR ~fc~f.\HON, Pli .......·-·-···-···-·-····-····-E 41 , Kenyon
Cleveland
LA \\'Rt:xu: \VtLSOl'i :'.In.Ls, C/.... _ .................................. .S 2'?, Hanna
Cleveland
ROBERT PtLEC.ER, S<"••- ... .•
Cincinnati
\VALrt:R PERKINS R1n., Sc.

·---·-··· _____. W60,Kenyon

Mu ~kegon,

GEORGE BUTLER SH.\Ht.R,

.\Heh.

P"---·····-······· ····--··-·.\{ 26, Leonard
Fostoria

lJAMILTON

FREEM .\N

SLAIGllT, Pli ..... ................•_ ...... _ ..... N
Cleveland

57,

Hanna

LEROY SLU'ISER, Sc
Howard

_s 19, Leonard

EDWARD Howr: STAssnro, Sc....
Akron

~ 37,

Ptlll!.Y E1.1WARD T111sxsn, Sc.
Cleveland
CHAJU.£S LuDw1c TuLLu, Sc.______
Worthington
Wn.LtAM GAJtBERSOS Um.ER, Ph._ _ _
Marion
FllANh.:l.IN

Auo-.;

\VAnf.,

Hanna

_ s 39, Leonard
_ _ _ s 27. Leonard
f ~.Leonard

Sc.
Akron

L&Wl'I CHARLES W,\Rll, Cl.------~
Sandusky
MAYNARD

CLARK

WELLD,

Sc., ____
Cuyahoga Fall~

BouRDETn ROOD WOOi\ Sc ....- - - - - :.:orwalk
SAMV!L KLISC:ER WOllKMAS, Cl.
ft. Vernon
DAVID

CAov W1t1GHT, Cl.

M -47, Kenyon

.......- - - · - - - Loui,ville. Ky.

M 3-4, Leonard

Mis.Kenyon
E42. Kenyon
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Sophomore Class
Rom:.RT XoRTON Do\\ NS ARNDT, Cl
.. ........................N 21, Leonard
Philadelphia, Penna.
J o11N SELLERS BRAlltJOr K, Sc..... ...... ·············-·······-···- .....E 1, Kenyon
Little Rock, Ark.
W At;TER DAnD BRADDOCK, Ja., Cl ..... ..............----··-········i\112, Kenyon
Little Rock, Ark
CHARLES ALUERT WrLt. tAM BROCKu:nANK, Cl.............•...... J\15, Kenyon
Toledo
GtoRGE THOMP:iON BROWN, S c ........_..........................- ....... M 36, Leonard
Cleveland
Pot<TLR CASTLEBERRY, I'h .....·-··--·- -··-········-····-··-··N 12, Leonard
Cincinnati
1lu TOR :'11. C11AOL'T, Sr. ·········-·····-·····················"-·········· l\132, Kenyon
You n ~< town
Euwtx SYL\'ESHR Ct..\RK, Pli._
·--··········................... i\i 14, Kenyon
\Vatertown, N. Y.
Rov CAMILLA

Cosn:LLt), Sc.- ...·-·····

··········-··-·-·l\f H, Kenyon

East Liverpool
S 21, Hanna
\\"11.Lt .\M Ross Cons, Sr............·--·-·
. ·--·· -··-··
Wheeling, \V Va.
c.t:oRr..& 'J 111rn \ !' C11 \l;G , Sr._._ _
··------···E42, Kenyon
Chia~o. lllino;s
C EORG& E1m.\1<11 01c 10:-. so:-. , S c
_____ w -10, Kenyon
.\•htabula
l. Eo~1 . 1. uu l· RESl'iE l):a;GHE.RTV, Ph. _
........... - ..-_i\f. 16, Leonard
Morgantown, W. Va.
DoR~EY :'If ~)(FJELD Oowr.u., Ph _
·-· ----·-··-···\V 511, Kenyon
A•htabula
l.r.wts Enn:LlltRT DR.AKI', S c.... . _
- - - · - - -i\15, Leonard
Fo rt Dodge, Iowa
K1sYoN I!E.sRv EraRTH , Ph .............. -·-···············-····-···J\116, Leonard
Toledo
CllA'Rl.£5 RAJ.I r.v l·1soLAT£11, Cl..-...
__ N 32, ~onard
Cmcinnati
Rom:n Puu1r F1rc11, Pi1 •.---·-------··--····..--.M H, ~onard
Lakewood
Ronu Bt.ECHE.R FoaKFa, Ph ....•.•.. _.
- · ·············-- l\18, Keonyn
Cle,·eland
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CLARENCE MERTON FRENCH, Sc...... ......................................... $ 42, Hanna
Emporia, Kansas
ROBERT ]AMES FRENCH, ?11..................................................... M 26, Leonard
T oledo
HENRY HARRISON G1u:ER, ?11.................................................N 32, Leonard
Mt. Vernon
JOHN EDWARD GREGG, Sc............. ...... ·················-········· ... \V 20, Kenyon
W averly
WILLIAM ) AMES llAMJLTON, JR., Sc .....................................W 20, Kenyon
Columbus
Dw1G11T SNYDER HANG, Sc ..._........ ....................................... S s, Leonard
Canton
HOWARD VtNCENT HARPER, Ph ............................. ............... N 12, Leonard
Bucyrus
ROBERT BRANDON 11ARRtS, Pll..... ······-················-···········M 15, Leonard
i\larquette, Michigan
JOSEPH MORTON HARTER, Cl .. ··--- ······--·-········
W 19. Kenyon
Columbus
RICHARD MARTI:\ J h1BB£LL, Sc....·-·-···········~··-···-).f 31, Hanna
Evanston, Illinois
GEORGE SINCLAIR ll ucxrns, Sc. ··---·-··---~-·-·S 2!!, Leonard
Kankakee, Illinois
CHARLES W£LLINGTON H ti CHES, Sc._ - ·-·······-----·S 21, Hanna
Butler, Penna.
ROBERT ]AMES LA~fARC llE, Sc. · - - - · -···-··----·~ 12. Leonard
Lakewood
ROBERT WESLEY ~lcCANN, Sc ... -·················--·----S 2, Hanna
Cohocton
\ViLLtAM EDWARD McQuow;o;, Sc·--·-------·-S 1, Hanna
~Iartins Ferr)
CHARLES DicKEY MARSH, Sc ..... -·-----···--····-- S 39, Leonard
East Cleveland
_____ W 311, Kenyon
)ACK AaTUtrR ~f1u..u , Sr-..
Columbus
CnARLES CA "PBELL MoRFJT, Ja., />h1.--~-----S 3i, Hanna
Welch, W. Va.
GEORGE KENNETJf :\IOllNT , S r ••..-~-·-- --~~-".._, S 21, Hanna
Sal~m
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PATRICK A11THVR MULVEY, Ph ................. ·······-·-··············W 59, Kenyon
Zanesville
\V1LFRED BEAUREGARD MYLL, Ph ..... ·-····--··············-······ ........... $ 1, Hanna
Mt. Oemens, Mich.
I lOWARD REYNOLD NoRRis, Sc.............. ··-········· -·---·········N 18, Hanna
Fostoria
CORREN OVERMEYER, Sc. ...... .................................. -............ M 48, Kenyon
Toledo
HAROLD IIENRY PETE.Rs, Sc.... -··········-··············-···-·········--· N 38, Hanna
Fostoria
RICHARD OLAF PETERSEN, Cl ··-·····---···························--M 55, Leonard
Rocky River
LmNARD EVAN P1t10:, Sc.. ... ····---···················-·-··-·····-··$ 2, Hanna
Youngstown

'PETEil RALEICH, Sc.. ·······---··-·--------·----·····-·······-····.l\f 35, Kenyon
Allison, Penna.
CHARLES CooK RIKER, JR.,

C/......--·····-··-···-··-···-···-···M 27, Kenyon
Painesville

Ph..
·-·······---··E 41, Kenyon
Buckhannon, V .t
FRED ll uco RonENBAUCH, Ph............
.... ····-·············M 31, Hanna
Barberton
BuRCBF.LL HoLFOllD RowE, Ph ..·-·-·--··-·····-···-··-··M 14, Leonard
Cincinnati
How ARD RAYMOND RusK, Sc_....
········-···--····S 18, Leonard

,\trGusr us \V1u1AM

RITZl:SGER,

.Man~ficld

DANIEL CARMONY SANBOR.'l, Ph-······--············-·······-········E 1, Kenyon
Kankakee, Illinois
EDMOND WALLACE SANDEJI~, Ph·---·-- ···-··-······-····M 7, Hanna
Lakewood
CLTFFORD CLINTON Sun.DON, Ph......... ·--··············-·····-··· M 26, Leonard
Fo~toria

LAcu..'iCE AusnN SHERMAN, Ph.---·--···---·····-N 33, Leonard

Oevcland
JAY

H&:S!•ERS<>N SOUTH, Ph·--·--·-········-·-··-·-··········M 7, Hanna
Oeveland

Eow1N HuAARD STAPLES, Sc .. ·-···-······-··-·······-······-··-·---···S s, Leonard
Penllyn, Penna.
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CHARLES JOHN STEWART, Pfl ............. ··········-·····················S 19, Leonard
Cleveland Heights
}OUN HILL STEWART, Ph........................................................ W 20, Kenyon
Cleveland
ROBERT MATTHEW THOMAS, Sc.......... ...............................S 18, Leonard
Akron
}OHN LANGHORNE TaoRNE, Sc.... ··--·····-···-········-·-······-····M5, Kenyon
Mansfield
GEORGE TITUS TRUMBULL, Ph .............. ·-·······-·················· ... S 29, Leonard
Detroit, Michigan
RODE.RT \VALKER TYSON, Ph·-··-·······-····-·-····-············ .. S 49, Leonard
Danville, Ill.
}AMES A . ULMER, Sc....... ···································-···· .........••.. M 36, Leonard
Bucyrus
CLA VTON MILLER VAN EPP5, Sc..•......... ·-·············-··········· W 39, Kenyon
Bellevue
\V1LL1A" :\f. W AU.ACE, Ph _______________ s 8, Leonard
Oak Park, Illinois
GRAHAM \VALTON, Sc.....·-·····--·-··-·-·--·-------·----··Gambier
EDWARD \VILLARD WESTLAND, S c. ····--···········-·····-·-··--·-S 41, Hanna
Munhall, Penna.
HoMER CoLEMAN \VBITE, Sc ....
Howard
B1.vEmcr W1LL101s, Cl..
_ _ s 211, Leonard
Detroit, Mich.
DAN Qu1NBY WILLIAMS, Ph.___
·----~[ Z4, Leonard
Ea•t Oevcland
HAROLD \VrLLtAM \VoRLEY, Sc·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S3ll, Leonard
Fostoria
E 41, Ken)on
}ORN ARMSTONG \V1111.UT. Ph.
Savannah, Georgia
GroRca WILLlA:M YAu..o, sc_____
:-.1t. Vernon
Ros&JtT KA.Lvs You:rn, Sc. - · - - - - - -W 39, Kenyon
Fostoria
RUSSELL Kl:NNETB ZAHNI~ER, Ph._________ :-; lll, U<>mrd
Ocnland
~ J3, 1.Mnard
S
J)oNALD E. ZWEIGLE, ' · · - · - - · - - - - - - - Toledo
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Freshman Class
Rov EUGENE ATH£RH01..T, Pli

. ·----···-·····---·····l\1 32, Hanna
Toledo

STEPHEN EDWARD BARTKO, CL........... -··-········-···-················M 55, Kenyon
Oeveland
}AMES PERRY BEALi.., Ph.......... ····-·-·-····-····-··--···-··-·····-········M 47, Kenyon
Toledo
TnoMAS R ussni.. Brs SELl., Pli ....... ................. -·-·-·····-S l'I. Leo n:ird
Massillon
THO~IA S TowNsEND BROWN, ?11...........................................\V 39, Kenyon
Zanesville
FRANCIS PERKINS BRUCE. S r. -·-··--· ..
-···-··········-·----:\! 45, Kenyon
Cleveland
] 01rn E. CARROLi.., Sc ..... . ·--····-·····-·-······-···-··-········M 34, Leonard
Bedford
Dwr GHT FREEMAN CLARK, Ja., P/1._________ N 22, Leonard
EvanHon, Ill.
LESTER NORTON Coon, Ph. ·-··········---··-·····-·-·····---·····W 19, Kenyon
Oeveland
HowARD CHARLES Co~1STOCK, Ph ......----····-··--·--·-··-··S1, Hanna
Kankakee, Ill.
STANTON ALFRED CoNWEU., S c .. ··-- ·--···------·····:\! 11, Hanna
Zanesville
_ :\I 6. Kenyon
) ORN Fll.\NKl.IN CORJIE.Ll., Cl. .• - - - :Mansfield
HAROt.D HUGH Cox, Pli.
M 45, Kenyon
Denver, Colorado
THOMAS GRE£N Cun, Sc.. -····
- - - - · · - - E 42, Kenyon
Weston, W. Va.
BAllTOl'f SAMUEL DEMPSEY, S c . _
T oledo

-----·-···S 28, Leonard

DouCLA!: ARNOLD 0EN£MARK, P" --··-···--·············N 3, Leonard
Lakewood
RicHAJID Hunt.TON DER.av, Ph·-··--···--- ......... S 3R, Leonard
Erie, Penna.
CHAllLES \Vuu:tl>ll 0£\VtTT, Sc.___ - ---·----M 4 , Kenyon
Ocvcland Heights
Louis Avuv Dia:, Ph------·--------·-····M 54, Kenyon
Sa1inaw, Mich.
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\VILLlAM FURGASON DoHANY, Sc.......................................... S 7, Leonard
Pine Lake, Mich.
JOHN STUART Do1c, Sc................... ..........................................E :?, Kenyon
Glen Ellyt1, III.
RICHARD DANIEL DouGHERTY, Sc......................................... \V 19, Kenyon
Waverly
\VJLL!A~t DowN1E, III., Pl& ......... ..............•......................... N 23, Leonard
Cleveland
GoRooN \VrLSON ELRICK, Sc.. .................................................. S 2, Hanna
Evanston, Ill.
GuSTA\'US STEWART Foos, Sc..............................·-······-· ·--E 1. Kenyon
Springfield
ROBERT WALLACE FORCIER, Sr.. ................................_ ....... N 31, Leonard
Youngstown
R1c11 \Rn GoRuY FRANKLIN, Cl .............. ·······-···········
S 8, Leonard
Newark
\VrssoR BRO\\ N FRENCH, 1'11 .....................--··--··-- N 32, Leonard
Cleveland

D.wrn SMITH Gr.ER, Cl ................ ····--··-···----- _ -:-; 13, Hanna
Gllion
J 34, Ken) on

ToM )£\Hl.L GF.oRGE, Sr . ...

Cincinnati

c, 'lrcn.r.

Dos .\1.11

:-\ 22 Leonar d

11 \ L I R, S c.
~outh

ncnd. lnd.
GEORGE \Vu.I,(.\;\{ l l.\JJ, fllr ooooo •------·---c
Cincinnati
J°R \:-O Cll-o

j o. £1•11 H ~L U:R, S c

1

14, llanna

~I

, Ken,> on

•

Osceola, Mich.
\V1LLIA)( T.•~R HA . "KE\', ]R., Sc---------~W 40. Ken) on
Cle\·eland

~------"! 6, Kenyon

}oHN RoBI:RT f!ARnr:.:c;, Sc,_
Cincinnati
L10NEt.

Sn:nn:i; jous

HETHEJ11sGTo:;, ,\r

X 22. Lronard

Cinannali

Iv. Hanm
h

] .HIE~ \\"nu u1 Hrs£, P •

• "ilcs
_____ _ _w so, Kenyon
ZancsYJlle
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FRANK THEODORE HOVORKA, Sc .......... ................................. 11 26, Leonard
Lakewood
ROBE.RT GOODWIN HUBBELL, S c................................................. M 28, Kenyon
Evanston, Ill.
FRANCIS Wooo HUMPHREYS, Sc............................................... E41, Kenyon
La Grange, Ill.
THOMAS PRICHARD JENKINS, Cl... .......................................... M 35, Kenyon
Portland, Oregon
DANIEL SULLIVAN JOHNSON, Cl............................ ............... N 32, Leonard
Kenton
\VILLL\M SINO.AUi KEN AC.\, S c ..................................... ~I 53, Kenyon
Lakewood
JOSEPH I IERBERT K1LBY, Pli .........................................................M 4, Hanna
Cleveland
RUDOLPH SAMUEL KoRONCAI, Cl............................................. M 55, Kenyon
Cleveland
CLIF'FORO KRAEMER, Sc....... .......................- ..............................521, Hanna
Toledo
CARL MrnCLEY LEDCARD, Cl.. ......................................- ...... .'N 2, Leonard
Dayton
CEORCE BURTON L1ESE, Sc..................................................... .... K 34, I lanna
Danvi II e, Ill.
STEPHEN V. R. LtNES, Ph ............._................................ S 29, Leonard
Canton
STUART RAcE McGowA:-.r, Ph......... --.-··· ................-.E 2, Kenyon
Cleveland
\usnN BARLETT McLAtN, Pit .. _ .......................................E 2, Kenyon
Massillon
CHARI."&.~ THOMAS .MAGEE, Ph...
.............................. N 21, Leonard
Bucyru~

WALTER HART MAGEE, Sc ........._ ......- .......- .................... N 2, Leonard
Piqua
]OH N GEllRCE ~fAP'&.~. Cl.
..-............ W 60, Kenyon
Cleveland
JOHN LUCIEN \fARTJN, Sc.... -·· ............... ..................... E2, Kenyon
Lancaster
JOHN Qu1scv ~IARTi.s, JR., Pli. .... .. .................................. N 37, Hanna
Cincinnati
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\VALTER SMITH ;\IA Y, Sc........ .. ........ ............................... M 33, Kenyon
Fostoria
l\IORTON MECHLER, ?11 .............................................................W 39, Kenyon
Toledo
ROBERT FULTON CoNNER MESERVE, Sc ..................................... N 14, Hanna
Cincinnati
VIRGIL RAYMOND MUIR, ?11..................................................... M 34, Leonard
Fostoria
FRANKLIN BoYEJI MULBERRY, Cl............................................. 1\127, Kenyon
Cincinnati
LEON ANDREWS Mui.LEN, S c.......... .................................... N 17, Hanna
Sharon , Penna.
ST&HEN EARL NEWHOUSE, Sc ......... ................................... N 13, Hanna
Galion
DANIEL PATRICK O'BRIEN, Sc...... ..................................... S 7. Leonard
Detroit, Mich.
SuwNEll TINGLEY PACKAllD, ]a., S c. ·····-·····-··--·-·--- M 16 Leonard
Springfield, ;\fas~.
RICHARD BRIGGS PALMER, Ph.......... ...................................N 31, Leonard
Cincinnati
HARRY CLAR£Na PARKER, CL.-.• ··-·- __________;\{ 54, Kenyon
Heavener, Okla.
MARCUS 'WATSON PENDD, Ph _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x 12, Leonard
Oeveland
_ _ M ":4, Ken) On
STUART }AMES PETEll~ON, Pll._ _ _
Lakewood
M 2-4, Leonard
Gro1tcE AucusTU" Pnuv.£R, }R., Ph _____
Akron
STANLf.:Y \VILLIA!-1 PLArn::ouG,
2. Leonard
Dayton

Josr;PH

Cl-·-------··
Mnzs Por:, Pll. -------------M83, Kmyo n
Lakewoorl

DARllLL GEORG& PoRTu. 'Sc:-------- ----·~r 16, Kenyon
Cuyahoga Fall~
' s:, Hann.i
ERVAN Oiuus PunE1oucu, Sc·- - - - - - - - - Fostona
LEON WoLn RAMACI,

C/"-··-·--·-----Terre Haute, Ind.

7, Hanm
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HORACE EDGAR RICE, ]R., Ph................ .................................. K 20, Kenyon
Muskegon, Mich.
}OHN CLARK RUTKERFORD, Sc .............. ..................................5 19, Leonard
Akron
Louis FRANK WALTt:R SAMOTus, Cl . -············-···-----~' :?S. Kenyon
Cleveland
GroRGE RnYS Snw,\Y, Cl .......... ····-···········-···················..····-£ 4, K enyon
Niles
W1u.1A'r FORD SHANKS, Ph ........... .......................................... 5 21, Hanna
Cleveland
D.\\"JD LEROY SHANNON, Cl............. .................................. M 28, Kenyon
Cincinnati
E1m·1N FORD SnER.DON DY, Ph......... ...
··--·······-···--·-······ M 7, Hanna
aevcland
D .\ NIF.L MORGAN 5 ,11rn, Cl...·-···-·········--···----·--··········-······E21,Kenyo n
Erie, Penna.
FIRTH \\'iLLIA~I s~llTH,

Ph ......... ---············--············--·······N38, Hanna
Ea~t

Liverpool

D\vm E u CENt STAMM, Sc·-··· ....
·······-····-·--··-·····----·····-···-Mt. Vernon
Kr.NNETll GEORG& T110 M.\ s STANLEY, P/a·--·--·····---N 18, Hanna
Ea ~t Liverpool
EnwARD HAMILTON STAXION, Pli. ··---.. ········---·-··· .. S 39, Leonard
Detroit, MiC'h.
llARRY H.AWTHOR:>r STEWART, S c............... ··········-···-···· S 1. Hanna
Duquesne, Pcnn:i.
P .\UL ALEXAN!lF.R TATE, Cl ... -·-·--·····----···-·-·-··S 2:?, Hann;i
:\femphi , Tenn
HAROLD THU.\t1ll, Sc..·----·--··---·-···········--·· S 1, Hanna
Grand Rapid<, :\lich.
ALLEN LEROY \VATTEllS, Sc ..
Mt. Vernon
\uur ERSE$T Wu~n.•, Sc ..
-········----····-----.l\116, Leonard
Akron
<;TANU:Y LEROY Wr.1.s n , Cl
------· --··-···--:\I 45, Kenyon
Philadelphia, Pe1111<1 .
JAMt.s DoltnY Wur, Cl .............. .............................. _
M 36, Leonard
Toledo
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Ai.BUT I•airu \V1LLIAMS, Cl------···--·-·-·-··-- ~I 14, Leonard
~fonrocville

Roenr

H1tNR\

Cl ......._ .... ... ···---····-···-····---M 6, Leonard
Canton
\Vooo, Sc.....
·- ···-···---M24, Leonard
Oeveland

WILSON,

Jos1:r11 GILBERT

Special Students
.\Ln£RT CLAYTOS BAKER___ _ _ _

_ ·····- - - - · - - - - ·

Bexley

Batesville, Arlca.nsas
]!:! 5 £

KitTCHUM BRENNAN, ]•. ·-·· · · · - · -··- ·-··

~tichigan
ERSEST

Rl.LE.Y-----···-

GEORGli. STANLEY WEST-

T u1t REv.

HARRY ]11.:111.S

_ .. Bexley
Sandusky
. - - --··- - - - - - Bc:ocley
Gambier
Youse, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gambier
SUMMARY

Seniors - - - - · - - - - - - - · - - - - 86
]uniors - ··-··
Sophomores ······-···· - - - - - · - - - - - - - - 7
01I
Frc hmcn
5
Special
Total

Bcxlc)

C ity, Ind.
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HONORS IN SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE YEAR 1923-1924
Cla11 of 1924
CHARLES HowAilD Ar.LEN, JR.
]AMES IfAIUUNGTON BovD, JR.
HENRY }AMES CRAWFORD
JOHN CARLTON

JOHN CARR DUFF
DoNALD CLAIRE ELLWOOD
\VJLLlAM ANDREW HOPPLE,

DRAKE

111

HAROLD JACOBSEN

ALEXANDER M c G1LL DUFF, JR.

EARL VAN SEITZ

HALE STURGES, JR.

Clan of 1925
GEORGE HERBEllT BENOLKEN
KENNETH JACKSON BURKHOLD£R

HARRISON HAvJt. AND Hou:
HUNTER KELLENBERGER

ELIJAH HENRY BROWN

PAUL

H.

SUTHERLAND

CoNsTA1'Tl'IE N1cHOLAS M1cHAEt.1s Ma.ssOLONGHn&s

Clan of 1926
DANIEL

McCov

BRADDOCK

CLOYCE ARTHUR CBlllSTOPHER

JOHN MONTGOMERY REED
GEORGE BUTLER SHAFFER

J AMl.S THOMAS CULBERTSON

L£ROY SLUSSER

ALR.ED ANTHONY DECATO

La.w1s CHARLES WARD

ELWOOD PARSONS LAWRENCE

SAMUEL 'KLING.ER \VoutMAN

Cla11 of 1927
\VALTEJl DAVID

KENYON H1NRY EBERTH

BRADDOCK, JR.

CHARLES DICKll:Y MARSH
HOWARD RAYMOND Rusx

Josuu MORTON HARTDI
\VtLLJAM EoWAllD McQuowN

HOMER CoLEMAN \Vmn:
B1NE01cr \ VtLLIAMS

RICHAllD MASJ(UY WU.SON

NJNETY-Sl:XTH
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CoMM&NCE.M&NT

THE NINETY-SIXTH COMMENCEMENT

Sunday, June 15, 1924
Morning Strt,ct ·Se:mon by the RT !Uv. THOMAS F. GAn.oa,
D.D., LL.D., Bi~hop of Tenne sec and President of the National
Council of the Episcopal Church.
E-z:eni111 s,.n:1cc-Baccalaurcatc Sermon by the !Uv. Wu.LIAM
F. P1t1Ro;, LH D., D.D., LL.D., President of Kenyon Collcie.

Monday, June 16, 1924
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Claaa Orator
Au x.\NIJ&R l\fcG1u. Durr, Ja., '24
Republic, Perna.
Alumni Address

Kniyo" Colltgt
fmt Hos. ALnaT DouGLA., ' 7.i A.B.,
Wa hington, D. C.

·oo

LL.D

/fr.rlry Ila/I

'l 1111: Rn'.

TnowA

}L"KlS , '00 Bex., ' H B.D.

Portland, Oregon
DEGREES IN COURSE
KENYON COLLEGE
Bachelor of Arta
DoNAUI Ca.Ami: Ul'OOO, Cll'" "'"''
llALE • TUil
, mat"" c11m loude

Fourth honor man
Bachelor of Pbilo1oph7
A.Lu:·, )a., '""' /olult

CHAILES HowAtD

Eol\IN DWl5SO BAILEY
HL.,.RY }AW
CaAWFOll:D, '"'"
}OllN CAD DUFF, "'"' liliult
Wiu.iAw McKJ uv De CAN,
GmaCE JUNNETR RAJSrON
J.IAUHMJ. On.MrDO Toav
Roan }.IALCOLW WARD

14wde

J1.
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Bachelor of Science
ROGER At.LING
)AMES HARRINGTON BOYD, JR., Sll11111W Cl/111 laude
Second honor man
MA1.1RICE DANIEL CAMPBELL
WILLIAM Al.BERT CoRNELIUS, JR.
) ORN CARLTON DRAKE, 111ag?1a cum /aude
Third honor man
ALEXANDER McG1LL DuFF, )R., summa r 11111 la11de
1'irst honor man
BENJAMIN DAVISON EVANS
SCO'IT GRAVl:S
CHARLES STROMBERG GREAVES, cm11 laudt
LroNARD WooD HAYNEi;
WILLIAM ANDREW HOPPLE, HT, cum /a11de
HAROLD JACOBSEN, rum laudc
GF.ORGE HENRY McFAnDEN
Louis EDWARD MA DDEN
RoswF.LL EMERSON MESSENGER
WARREN JARRETT RUSK
EARL VAN SEITZ, rnm la11de
ARTHUR HUDSON TORRANCE
FRANK ::\!ELVIS VoT\w, cum laudr
J.ntES LoUNSBERY \Voon
Master of Arta
:\fALCOLM BomNr. AnAMS, •22, B.S.
The is: An Outline for the Teaching of High School Chemistry
MAURICE DANIEL CAMPBELL
Thesis : Politic and Society in the Novels of James Fenimore Cooper
)ORN CARR DuFF
Thesi• : A Study of the Development and Present Form of the
Sentence
\VILLIAM HENRY ROTH, \V1ttenberg, '22, A.B.
Thesis · Some Literary Sources of the English Reformation
ALDIN S11Tz, '22, P h.B.
The i : The Bank of England
Tar. REV. HAllltV AMBR(l,g s~11Tll, '24., A.B., Syracuse
Thesi': The fncnuing Crntraliw1on of Power in Our Federal
System of Government
HALE STURGIS, Ja.
Thesis : Farcical Element~ m Shakespeare's W omen

NINETY-SIXTH COMMENCEMENT

B E XLEY H A LL
Certificate of G raduation
EDWARD MERTON \VJLSON

Bachelor of D ivinity
BARTON, '23, A.B.

LANE WICKHAM

Rov JUDSON DuER
BERTRAND :\lUIR HAUSE

JOHN FRANCIS SANT, '20,

\

B.

Tar; REv. Buoi DtNG L1
For Post-Grad11a/e Work and Study
THE REV. :\IAURIO: CLARKE
THE REV. JOHN SYLVASC~ H.\IGllT
TUE

RLv. Jou:.

KENNETH

Purr

HONORARY D EGREES
Co nferred at the Cen tennial Exercises, Tuesday, June 17

Doctor of Divinity
THE REv. CHA.RL!tl>

Bu1rn, ·w ,\ B., ·02 A.M., Be..'<.
Fremont, Ohio

CL1~c11

THE REv. JAY JoHssos Du1os, •g A .B., 'Ot Be'<.

Washington, D. C.
Tus Rsv. Tuo~A"' JESK1:.;c, '09 M, 'OO Be-.:, 'u B.D
Portland, Oregon
THE REv.

J. Oiv&s, '02 ,\,B., '05 Be'C.
Sharon. Penna.

EoW.\RD

THE RT. REV. CnAllLES ~ 11~\'I:R Rr.rf'S~IDD
'98 A.B .. '00 Bex. '04 A.M.. '02 L.H D.

Bichop Co-ad1u1or of Tolcyo
THE

RT.

REV. JOBI' CHA)(JUL.\I
Bi,hnp of Enc

\\.'•.\HI
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Doctor of Letters
FREDERIC CooK ~foREHOUSE

Milwaukee, Wi3.
PROFESSOR ELMER TRUESDELL MERRILL

Chicago, Illinois
Doctor of Laws
THE RT. REV. \VrLLL\\I

Bishop of

THOMAS :\io\NNING
~ew York

\VJLLIAM GWINN :\{ATHER

Oeveland, Ohio
THE lioN. GEORGE \V11A RTON PEPr1::R

Philadelphia, Penna.
THE HON. ATLl!.E POMERENE

Oeveland, Ohio
\VJLLIAM CoortR PROCTER

Cincinnati, Ohio
~IARTIN ANTOINE RYERSON

Chicago, Illinois
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The General Association

President:
MATTHEW F. MAURY, '04, 900 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Penna.
Vice-Prcsidmts:
LEo WELDON WERTHEIMER, '99, Milford, Penna.
CLARK HAMMOND, '03, Pittsburgh, Penna.
RAYMOND DuBors CAHALL, '08, Gambier.
Secretary a11d Treasurer:
PHILEMON B. STANBERY, '9 , Post· Glove1 Co., 30
Cincinnati

West 4th St.,

N ecro/01ist:
1 HE REv. EDWARD

J. OWEN, '02, Sharon, Penna.
E.recutii·t Co111111ittee:
THE PRESIDENT

THE SECRETARY
TuE FIRST Vra-PRE.~11>&:-.-r
Tmc SEa>:.o V1n-Pusm£:.T
Tmr. THIRD V1cE-PRllSIDENT

DR. FRANCIS
DR.

HENRY

\V. BLAKE, ' 0

SrMOERY,

'96

CONSTANT 5-0UTH\\ORTH, ·~

.t\RTUt:R I.. BRO\\ N, '00

The Association of Akron

Pruidrnt.
A. VAt:GHAS, 'u-4, Vaughn Machinery Co., Cu)ahoga Fall<
l'iu-Prnidtnl:
F. BtLLOW, '22, B1llow tJndcrtakmg Co~ 11 122 A•h St~
Akron
Suretary and Trraswrcr
~h:LL,
·21, Fairla"n Suppl) and Coal Co~ Fairlawn
C

ARTHUJI

DosAU>

·

The Association of Canton

Prrsidtttl:
CHAJtLE5

w. ZoLLtNGat. '04,

W. R. Zollir.gcr &: Co~ Canton
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St"crrtary-Treas11rcr:
RALPH DoLL, '17, Care of the R. V . :\fitchell Company, Canton

The A ssociation of Central Ohio

Prrsidc11t:
juor.E JonN J . AMMS, ·79, Page Fl.111, 0. S. U., Coh1111bu.;

Srcretury and Treasurer:
DAVID

\VENDELL BEGGS, 'O •
701 Huntington Bank Building, Columbus
The Association of Cincinna ti a nd V icinity

President-Emeritus:
N. GA'1BLE, '54

]Al.HS

Presid,,11:
PmL&MON B. STAl\DU\·, '!h, Post-Glover Electric Co., 308 \Vest 4th
St., Cincinnati

l'ice-Pre-"dent:

DR. Run:s

SouTRWORTH, '00, Glendale

Srcrttary 011d Tr,·asurcr:
ROBERT A. CLINE, 'l:i, University Club, Cincinnati
The A ssociation of Co lumbiana County

Prcs1drr1t.
T. Gn\LD RYA:-1, '21, 807 Lincoln Ave., East Liverpool

S c<rrtary-Trcasurrr:
Rural Lane, East Li\"erpool

GF.OKCE Zm.LINGER, '21, 33.?

T he A ssociation of Knox County

President:
lh:...•;i1v C. D \JN,·~. Mt. Vernon
Viu-Prn.dcnt:

0.. WtU.JAM F. PE11a, '22, Gambier
.S i'Crtlary-Treasurer:
\\'Ill.ARI>

awsnoNc, '97, Mt. Vernon
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The Association of Lima
President:
WALTER S. JACKSON, '03, Lima
Secretary:
IIARRY L. GAYER, '15, Procter & Gamble, Co., Cincinnati
Trras11rcr:
Roy ]. BANTA, '02, 121 S. Baxter St., Lima

The Association of Northern Ohio
Preside11t:
ALCl'.'>'ZO :\I. SNYL1ER, '8j, Cleveland
Secretary a11d Treasurer:
PHILIP lluMMEL, '23, 658 Rockefeller Bldg, Cleveland

Executi<·e Committee:
\VALTJ::R H. BROWN, '06, Cl111:r111u11
ERNEST c. DEMPSEY, '11
ROBERT A. WEA\'ER, '12
CLAN CRAWFORD, '13
RALPH c. SvxEs, ·os
The Association of the Ohio Valley
Prrsidc11t:
ALBERT C. \VmTAKER, '88, Whit:ikcr-Gle~sner Co., Wheeling. \V. Va.
Surdar\' and Treasurer:
RALPH D. N1cuo1..c;oN, '17, 3j26 Belmont Ave., Bellaire, Ohio

The Association of Toledo
Prrsidcut:
RALPH S. l IOLDROOK, '87, 407 Bank of Commerce Rldg, Toledo
Surttary a11d Trrasurrr:
P1ERu: B. )lc:BRwr., 'J<;, !!02 G~rdnrr Bl<l!f., Toledo

The Ai.so~iatio n of the Eawt
l'rrsitlrnl:
EARi.

D. BABST, '03, 117 Wall St., :\c" York C1lJ
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Viu-PrtSidt11ts :
CAIL R. GANTat, '119, 27 William St., New York Cih·
THOMAS } Gooo.un, '03, 5 William St., New York City
MA111t II. W1!"UIAN, '10, 1!!0 Wl'•t t2nd St., New York City

S ecrtlary-T rrosurcr:
Dos C WHEATON, '13, 66 William S t., :\cw York Ci t)

Extcutia
T111,

V1a-Puc:10£NTS

Cornmillu:

T111 P11r.s11>£NT
TH& SECU:TAav- Ta&AS\TID

The A111ociation of Phila delphia
Prt1idt'fl .
MATTur.w F. fAuav, '04, 000 Land Title Bldg~ PJ11la•ll'lphia
Vier· Prt1idenl:
W1u.1AM Buno Boo1s1, }11., 'oo, Philadelphia

Stcrttary and Trtasurtr
}01m F. AINDT, '21 , 50 We t Tulpehocken St., Germantown, Phila-

dl'lphia

The Association of W aahinrton, D. C.

l'rtsidtnl :
T m t Hos. Auar DoUGLA , '72, \Va hington, D. C.

Stcrttary and T rtasvrer:
T B! Riv. }. }. DIMON, '08, 1827 Park R oad, N. W., Wa•hington,

D. C.

The A11ociation of P ittabur1h

f'ruid,.,.:
ln i H. Bu1vtn , '96, Pitt burah
Snrttary and TrtaJurtr:
Cuu HAMMOND, ' 03, Columbia :Sational Bank, Pittsbur1h
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The Aasociation of Detroit
Prtsidt11t:
Con•oliclation Coal
~atinnal Bank Rldg.. Detroit
.\1.

E11\\,\R11

)IANlOUaT, ' 5,

Co., 11128 First

S rcrrtary:
llo\\ARo G. F1s11,\CK, ':!I, Citiunc A«ociat1011 of Gro-•c Pointt'.
316 E. Jcffcr•on Ave., IXtroit

The Association of Chicago
WILLIAM ~.

Pruidt11I
Wnsr, 'o:i, WJant & Cn,

10

S. 1..aSall• St, Chica n,

lllinoi•.
1 iu Pru1Jt'l1I:
Wu.u W.

G1.A

'13, Chicago

,

The Association of Kanaaa
Prrsidt"I

Juoc;r.

W111.1AM

huo: B.

D~\I

R.

S).IJTH,

71,

Topeka,

Kan~~

Srcrrtary:
, '11, 1:?12 We t 13th St., ToPcka, Kansa5

The Auociation of El Paso
Prtsidt'nl:
EDMUND

FaA. K

E.

H.

:\1.rr,

·su. :\elf Strlcs Co.. El Pao. Tc..u'

ROl!!llT ,

Viu-Prrsidt11t:
'Dll, 1015 lontana t., El Paso. Texas
• t'trt'lary:

F11Nt•T A. Du c.~ ,

1.D., '00, 025 McKclhgon

\C.,

El Paro, Tt:ita!
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PUBLICATIONS
The Kc11yo1i College Bulletin is issued quarterly by the College.
Numbers include catalogues of the collegiate and theological departments, alumni address lists and accounts of proceedings at Commencement. Copies may be obtained on addressing the office of
the President.
Ke11yon College: Its First Century, being the Centennial history
written by the Rev. Dr. George Franklin Smythe. This handsome
octavo volume of about 350 pages with numerous illustrations is
published by the Yale Univer ity Pres-. Dr. Smythe's accurate
scholarship, admirable style and discrimina ting judgment give the
Centennial history a unique place among college narratives. Copies
can be obtained by remitting $5.00 to the Treasurer's office at
Gambier.
So11gs of Kenyo11. Alfred K. Taylor, '06, Editor. This volume
contains about 150 songs di>tinctive of Kenyon College, most of
which were compo-ed by Kenyon men. This book is handsomely
gotten up and contains a number of attractive view~ of the College
builclings. Copies can be obtained on remitting $2.50 to the Treasurer's office at Gambier.
The Kmyo11 Book, edited by the late President of Kenyon College, the Rev. William B. Bodine, D.D. This octavo volume of over
400 pages contains a large amount of interesting and important
historical matter and is illustrated with numerous Yiews. Copies
can be obtained on remitting $1.50 to the Treasu rer's office at
Gambier.
The Reveille is the annual publication of the student body. The
business manager of the '25 Annual is Hiram ]. H itchcock, '26.
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